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life took a dramatic turn thanks to her husband 
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by Master Doll Artist

Linda Murray

❤

Amazing level 
of detail 

❤

RealTouch® 

vinyl skin

Actual size is 16 inches and she’s 
poseable. This baby monkey is 
not a toy, but a fi ne collectible.

ith all the ten er innocence an sweetness of a real new orn monkey, oco is

a 16-inch So Truly Real® masterpiece of realism you can cradle in your arms

thanks to the award-winning artistry of Linda Murray!

Coco’s little head, arms and legs are crafted of RealTouch® vinyl to re-create

every lifelike detail, from her sweet expression to her wrinkled little toes. She

also has a soft cloth body that’s perfect for posing and cuddling. Little wisps of

hair, applied by hand, look incredibly true to life, as do those trusting eyes that

look so lovingly into yours. You won’t be able to resist picking her up and offer-

ing her the pacifier, yours included FREE. She arrives in a pink tee and terry

cloth diaper adorned with pink diaper pins. Simply adorable!

Just $99.99—a remarkable value for a limited time
A Linda Murray original can cost thousands, but Coco can be yours for just

$99.99*, payable in four installments of $24.99. Your satisfaction is guaranteed

for one full year, so don’t miss out. Order now!

An adorable work of lifelike art to cuddle and love

www.ashtondrake.com/coco
©2016 The Ashton-Drake Galleries 9200 North Maryland Ave., Niles, Illinois 60714-1397 03-01770-001-BIL2

PLEASE RESPOND PROMPTLY

*Plus a total of $11.99 shipping and service charges. Please allow 2 to 4 weeks for shipment

after initial payment is received. All orders are subject to acceptance.

( )

Name (please print clearly) Telephone

Address Apt. No.

City State Zip

E Mail Address

9200 North Maryland Ave., Niles, Illinois 60714-1397

03-01770-001-D57701

❒YES! Please reserve Coco, the So Truly Real® baby 
monkey, for me as described in this announcement.

Become a fan on Facebook

www.facebook.com/AshtonDrake
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“Don’t give
up trying to
dowhat you
reallywant.
Where there
is love and
inspiration,
I don’t think
you can go
wrong.”

—EllaFitzgerald

“And even
though

I’m proud
my father

invented the
rearview

mirror, we’re
not as close as

we appear.”
—StewartFrancis

What I’ve 
Learned

Joke of the
Week
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Stephanie March 
heals from plastic 
surgery gone wrong. 
Ronald and Nancy 
Reagan’s personal 
items go to auction. 

8
PICTURE PERFECT 
Bruce Springsteen
balances work
and family. Kate
Middleton makes
waves at Wimbledon.

52
LOVE NOTES

George and Amal
Clooney enjoy
romantic Fourth
of July fireworks.

56
CHRISTIE

BRINKLEY How she
makes her unlikely
relationship with
John Mellencamp
work so perfectly.
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and more stars
dazzle in jewel tones.
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tips for summer.
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Sixteen Candles star
Paul Dooley takes
Closer through his
sprawling LA estate.
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her beach buddy.
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Closer takes a look
back at Anjelica
Huston’s storied
Hollywood career.
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Dean saved her from the pitfalls of fame.
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SELA
WARD, 59
She rules as POTUS 
in Independence 
Day: Resurgence — 
and as a fashion 
icon in this chic 
style. The draping 
fabric gives a 
boost to her bust, 
hides any hint of 
a menopot and 
draws focus to 
slim calves, so she 
instantly looks 
taller and trimmer.

FELICITY 
HUFFMAN, 53
There’s nothing 
desperate about 
this Housewife! 
With that high 
waist and floor-
skimming 
hem, Felicity’s 
’70s-inspired 
Ripley Rader 
palazzo pants 
make her gams 
seem to stretch 
on and on. Then 
there’s that back- 
and belly-flashing 
crop top. Hot!

PATRICIA 
CLARKSON, 56
The Six Feet Under 
actress proves 
she’s actually king 
of the hill in this 
regal frock. The 
baroque panel 
creates a vertical 
line that lengthens 
and slims her 
frame. And those 
gold-studded 
T-strap heels give 
her just enough of 
an edge.

TRENDING 
THIS WEEK

Purple 
Hues 



WOW!
Take it from these 
Hollywood gems: 
Vibrant jewel tones are 
fabul
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VANNA 
WHITE, 59
We’re giving the 
Wheel of Fortune 
star an A for her 
smart style. The 
paisley print 
keeps the eye 
moving over the 
body to detract 
from jiggles, and 
the purple stripe 
on her heels pulls 
focus down, so 
legs look longer. 

LISA
RINNA, 53
Va-va-voom! 
This multitasking 
beauty wows in 
her violet Stella 
McCartney stretch 
dress. The nude 
side panels create 
the illusion of jaw-
dropping curves, 
and those black 
strappy heels 
announce, “I’m 
sexy and I know it.” 

GARCELLE 
BEAUVAIS, 49 
Who would have 
thought this NYPD 
Blue star’s best 
color was actually 
violet? The white 
collar draws 
attention up to 
her beautiful face. 
And the frock’s 
waistline pleats 
and vertical bust 
seams have a 
subtle lift, nip and 
tuck effect. 



NEWS NOW

I
havenoproblemwithplastic surgery,”
StephanieMarchrecently revealed.
“Nonewhatsoever.”But the former
Law&Order: SVUactressalso
admitted thatheropenattitude led
her togetbreast implantsduringa

vulnerable time inher life andthat itwas“the
wrongdecision.” In2014,her stintasADA
AlexandraCabotonSVUhadendedandher
decadelongmarriage tocelebritychefBobby
Flay, 51,was fallingapart. “Iwas39yearsold
andmy lifewasdisintegrating,” saysStephanie.
“IdecidedtochangemybodybecauseIcouldn’t
changemylife.”Butafterseveral infections,
moresurgeryandtherealizationthatshewas
allergicto implants, “Isaid, ‘Enoughofthis.’”
Shehadherimplantsremoved.Stephanie,41,
thenfocusedontakingcareofhermother,who
wasbattlingcancer,andpullingher lifetogether.
Now,shesays,hermother isdoingbetterand
she’s learned,“All thatIhad,all thatIwas, from
thebeginning,wasall Ineededtobe.”

Stephanie March

Triumphs
Over Surgery
Gone Wrong

THE LATEST ABOUT YOUR FAVORITE STARS

Stephanie co-starred on SVU
with Mariska Hargitay and 

B.D. Wong from 2000 to 2012.

4  July 25, 2016    CLOSER



“I WANTEDto be a cop
since I was 4,” Erik
Estrada tells Closer
of his love of law
enforcement. Now
the actor best known

as Ponch on TV’s
CHiPs has joined the
St. Anthony, Idaho, 
police department as 
a reserve officer. “Our 
goal is to promote 

internet safety
education in schools,” 
says Erik, 67, who 
previously served as 
deputy sheriff in 
Bedford, Va. 

Matthew McConaughey has signed on 
to teach a film class at his alma mater, 
the University of Texas at Austin.

Sir Michael Caine revealed that 
he rehearses every one of his lines 
1,000 times so he won’t forget them.

SHORT

TAKES

Splits From
Her Eat Pray
Love

Elizabeth Gilbert  

“This is not 
a story that I 
am telling,” 

Elizabeth 
said.

THE AUTHOR of the 2006 
best seller Eat Pray Love, 
Elizabeth Gilbert, shocked 
fans on July 1 when she 
revealed she’s separating 
from her husband, José 
Nunes, whom fans
of her spiritual-
journey memoir 
know as “Felipe,” 
the man she fell 
in love with in the
final chapters. “He
has been my dear 
companion for 
over 12 years,” she
said, calling the 
split “amicable.”

Sworn In as an Idaho 
Reserve Officer

Erik Estrada    

POLL OF THE WEEK

Country music 
star Brad Paisley 
launched a 
fundraising 
campaign — and 
donated $100,000 
— to help aid 
devastated flood 
victims in his 
home state of 
West Virginia.

Brad Raises Funds
for Flood Relief

The 1980 comedy 
also starred Jane 
Fonda and Lily
Tomlin 
as office 
workers 
battling 
their awful
boss.

72%
READERS SAY 

9 TO 5

What’s your 
favorite Dolly 
Parton movie?

Secret Acts
of Kindness

psst...

Javier Bardem as 
Felipe in the 2010 movie 

with Julia Roberts

CHiPs aired from 
1977 to 1983.

“I knew there 
was still work to 
be done,” Erik 
tells Closer of 
working as a cop.

“Every day, the 
evidence of all that 

happened fades 
a little more,” 

Stephanie says, “and 
my year of living 

terribly recedes into 
memory.”
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Fleetwood Mac will do its lone gig 
of the year at the second annual Blue 
Diamond Gala in LA on July 28. 

P
residentRonaldandNancyReaganlived
oneofAmerica’sgreatlovestoriesover
52yearsofmarriage.Nowthepublicwill
haveachancetobidonmorethan800

oftheitemsthecouplekeptintheirBelAirhome
whenChristie’sauctionsoffthecontentsinatwo-
daysale,Sept.21to22.“Theseareallitemsthe
Reaganslivedwith,fromHollywoodtotheirpost-
presidentialyears,”saysChristie’sVPofdecorative
arts,GemmaSudlow.Presaleestimatesrangefrom
$1,000to$50,000,andthecollectionincludesapair
ofNancy’sdiamond-and-goldearclips,Hollywood
Regency–stylefurniturechosenbyNancy,and
gifts,suchassilverbeakersfromPrimeMinister
MargaretThatcher.

Kristin Chenoweth is set to star as TV 
evangelist Tammy Faye Bakker in the 
upcoming musical Rise. 

Patrick Stewart has gone country in 
a parody video to raise money for the 
International Rescue Committee. 

• Location: North
Haven, N.Y.

• Bedrooms/
bathrooms: 12/12

• Acres: 6.3

• Price: $33 million

• Favorite feature:
The island-inspired
teahouse

• Moving in/out? In

The collection is 
“overwhelmingly 

personal,” says Sudlow. 

Ronald & Nancy Reagan

Personal Items 
Up for Auction

ON 

THE 

MOVE

Frank Sinatra gave Reagan 
this marine clock (left); 
elephant-shaped ottomans 
may sell for $2,000.

The home boasts 
waterfront views and 
a basketball court.

Built in 
1902, the 
estate, called 
Strongheart, 
was owned 
by Richard 
Gere.

 Matt Lauer  
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Prince’s former band The Revolution will 
reunite in September at the Minnesota 
nightclub where they filmed Purple Rain.

Rob Lowe will be joining the cast of 
CBS’ Code Black when it comes back 
on Sept. 28 for its second season. 

Blair Underwood has been recruited 
for the second season of ABC’s 
Quantico when it returns on Sept. 25.

g News of Her 
Gretchen Carlson

, former Fox & Friends 
Gretchen Carlson, 50, 
awsuit accusing Fox News 
l exec Roger Ailes, 76, of 

harassment, which led to 
mination in June. “I had to 
up for myself and speak 

or all women and the next 
ration of women in the 
place,” said Gretchen.

HELLOS & GOODBYES

Be well, do good work and
keep in touch. On July 1, radio
icon Garrison Keillor signed
off as host of A Prairie Home
Companion after 42 years —
taping his final episode at the
Hollywood Bowl. But Garrison

isn’t retiring, as he has a memoir and a screenplay
in the works. As he told the crowd before taking
his final bow, “It feels like something ends and

Don’t you 
worry, it’s
gonna work
out all right.
Recently,
original
Baywatch
producer
Michael Berk

had a titanic bit of news about his old show. “We
actually had [Leonardo] DiCaprio ready to be
cast,” revealed Berk. “But David [Hasselhoff]
thought he was too old to play his son.” Said
fellow producer Douglas Schwartz, “David
thought [the 15-year-old Leo] would make him
look older. He had a lot of concerns of that type.”

Heigh-Ho! Heigh-Oh! As part of an auction of 
art from Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, 
sketches for the film revealed 16 other dwarfs 
were considered…all with names like Baldy, 
Deafy and Tubby. “I’m sure they wouldn’t 
have offended sensibilities back in the 1930s, 
but it would be a different story today,” said 
Dr. Catherine Williamson, a director for the 
auction house Bonhams. “It’s good that they 
made it more about personality than physicality.

It will live long
and prosper.
On June 28, the 
Smithsonian’s 
National Air
and Space 
Museum in 

Washington, D.C., put on permanent display 
their year-and-a-half labor of love — the original 
model of the USS Enterprise from TV’s Star Trek, 
fully restored. But it may seem different to fans. “In
reality it looks very green,” said chief conservator 
Malcolm Collum, referring to the hue needed for 
special effects back in 1967. “That’s usually the 
thing that people balk at when they first see it.”

 KEPT AT BAY  FAREWELLS

WORTHWHILE ENTERPRISE

 HOME AND AWAY

For the survivor who 
chooses to testify, it 
is clear: His duty is to 
bear witness for the 
dead and for the living. 
On July 2, Elie Wiesel, 
Auschwitz survivor, 
writer and winner 
of the Nobel Peace 
Prize, passed away 
at 87. The same day, 
filmmaker Michael 
Cimino, who directed 
The Deer Hunter and 
Heaven’s Gate, died. 
He was 77. And actress 
Noel Neill, who played 
Superman’s Lois Lane 
in movie serials and the 
’50s TV series, passed 
on July 3 at age 95.

Some fireworks! On
July 5, John Krasinki, 36,
took to Twitter to reveal he
and wife Emily Blunt, 33, 
are parents again. “What 
better way to celebrate 
the 4th…than to announce
our 4th family member!!! 
[Two] weeks ago we met 
our beautiful daughter 

Violet.” Also that day, The Mentalist’s Robin 
Tunney, 44, took to Instagram to reveal she and

 BABY BOOM 

fiancé Nicky Marmet also had an arrival about 
two weeks ago — their first child, Oscar.
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Bruce Springsteen  

Family 
Affair
He was busy pleasing the crow
with the E Street Band in Mil
on July 3, but The Boss alway
makes time for his most loya
family! “It’s just a part of the
of life,” he raves of parenting his sons,
Evan, 25, and Sam, 22, and daughter 
Jessica, 24. A day earlier, the “Born 
to Run” singer and wife Patti Scialfa 
had a layover in Paris to support 
Jessica at the Longines Paris Eiffel 
Jumping equestrian competition. 
“If I can wish for anything for my 
children, it’s that they can pursue the
dreams and know that if things don’t 
work out, it’s OK,” shares the musicia
“Patti and I will always be there for th

PICTURE
“[My kids] 
all know 

they have my 
support in 

whatever they 
choose to do.”

“You get to grow up again 
alongside your kids,” Bruce 

says of fatherhood.

8  July 25, 2016    CLOSER



  Hoda Kotb  

She’s in the Summer Spirit!
“Part of me is a serious journalist. And then there’s another part of me that 
likes to let go,” quips Hoda, who had a blast snacking while she tested her 
summer song trivia knowledge on the July 1 episode of Today. CL
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  Dr. Mehmet Oz  

Just What the 
Doctor Ordered
“I’m obsessed with being a new 

grandfather!” gushes the TV doc, here 
making a splash with his adorable 

grandkids, 8-month-old Jovan and 
2-year-old Philomena, during their 
swimming pool playdate on July 4. 

  Kate 

 Middleton

Holds 
Court
The Duchess of
Cambridge ma
waves in a stun
Roksanda Ilinci
as she cheered
legends Venus and Serena
Williams during the women’s 
semifinal games of Wimbledon
in London on July 7. “I love 
sports,” Kate admits. “I love 
cheering on teams and athletes 
that I am passionate about!”

Game on, 

Kate!

CLOSERWEEKLY.COM 9
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He’s in 
the pink!

 Jennifer Garner  

Hands It to 
Her Family
It’s been over a year since 
her split from hubby 
Ben Affleck, and Jen 
is still putting their 
kids first. The actress 
recently treated 
daughters Seraphina, 
7 (pictured), and Violet, 
10, to the 68th annual 
Fourth of July parade in 
LA. “We’re doing really 
well,” she affirms. “The 
kids are doing great.”

  Prince Charles & Camilla  

Enjoy a Tasty Treat
“It’s a jolly good place to visit,” Charles notes 

of Aberdaron, Wales, where he and wife 
Camilla broke bread (or in this case, fish and 
hi !) ith th ide town’s locals during 

the country on July 5.

10  July 25, 2016    CLOSER



1976

Then
andNow

After breakingout on
Charlie’s Angels, this
actress later played
Jackie O in a 1981
biopic and recently
appeared in the TV
movie BridalWave!

Jaclyn
Smith

  David Hasselhof

Music
to Fans’
Ears
“I love summer, I love holidays
and I love music,” gushes the
actor, who recently revealed
that he’s teamed up with the
British travel company First
Choice to see if he can “create
the most ‘Hoffsome’ summer
song ever!” When he’s not busy
singing the praises of vacation
season, David is hard at work
filming the highly anticipated
big-screen reboot ofBaywatch.
“I had to get into pretty good
shape because you stand next
to The Rock [co-star Dwayne
Johnson],” the actor joked.
“It was a lot of fun!”

1981

1990

2002

2016

“I’m happy if 
I managed to 

affect people in 
a positive way.”

CLOSERWEEKLY.COM 11



  Danny DeVito   

Sunny 
Disposition
Danny smiled for the camera — 
and took some pics of his own! — 
while on location for his hilarious 
FX comedy It’s Always Sunny 
in Philadelphia (now entering 
its 12th season) on July 1. “You 
have to give people permission 
to laugh,” insists the comedian, 
who admits he’s “had a lot of 
happiness” in his own life.C
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Carole in 

London 

in 1971

  Martin Short & Jerry Seinfeld  

On a Roll
Martin doubled as Larry David 

on July 5 when he joined Jerry to spoof 
the funnyman’s Comedians in Cars 

Getting Coffee webseries during a skit for 
Maya & Marty. “I’m definitely a character 

actor,” says Martin. “That’s a nice sandbox 
to have. You can play anyone!”

Carole King

A Legend Returns
Rock on! Carole performed her beloved 1971 album Tapestry in 
its entirety live for the very first time when she headlined the 
British Summer Time at Hyde Park festival on July 3. This special 
event was also her first London concert in nearly 30 years!
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A chilling,

lethal game.

First you play,

and then you

die...

“Action,

intrigue…

a page-

turner.”
—RT Book Reviews,

★★★★

He’s 
making 

his peace!
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“[Carl] seemed 
to be genuinely 

interested in 
finding out 

who I was and 
what I was 

about.”
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A
t times when she least 
expects it, country 
legend Dolly Parton 
will find a beautiful 
bouquet of her fa-
vorite flowers and a 

love poem in her dressing room be-
fore a show. These moments are spe-
cial to the performer, who is spending
this summer crisscrossing the United
States on her Pure & Simple tour, be-
cause they remind her that her hus-
band, Carl Dean, is thinking about her.
“Carl doesn’t want to overdo it,” an
old friend confides about these sweet
backstage surprises. “He says that if
he made a regular thing of it then Dolly
would come to expect it — and he likes
to keep her on her toes!”

After 50 years of marriage, Dolly, 70,
feels grateful that she still has Carl, 73,
on her side as she writes the next chap-
ter of her incredible career. Friends
who have known the performer since
her destitute childhood in Tennessee’s
Great Smoky Mountains don’t doubt
that Dolly — who has sold 100 million
records and earned 25 No. 1 country
hits — always had the talent and drive to
be a superstar. But they say that Carl’s
love prevented her from self-destruct-
ing under the pressures of fame. “If she
would have married someone else in
entertainment, it would have blown up
in her face,” says a close insider. “Show
business would have eaten her up and
spit her out.”

SHINING STAR
Though blessed with talent, good looks
and a fair amount of common sense,
Dolly was just an innocent 18-year-old
country girl when she arrived in Nash-
ville, Tenn., with a suitcase and a guitar
the day after her high school graduation
in 1964. She met Carl, then 21, outside
the Wishy Washy laundromat that same
day — but she wasn’t looking for love.

“Dolly was always likable and full of
life,” Pat Wright, a classmate from Sevi-
er County High School, tellsCloser, add-
ing that Dolly “tried to be friends with
everybody” but never had a serious boy-
friend. “There was no boy around who
could tame her!” adds the old friend.

Lightning struck the day she and

ByLOUISEA.BARILE

Dolly Parton

SavedMe
DOLLY WAS ALWAYS DESTINED TO BE
FAMOUS, BUT CARL KEPT HER SAFE FROM
THE PITFALLS OF SHOW BUSINESS

How
Love

COUNTRYLIFE
“Dollygrewup inaverypoor
family,” saysNancyCardwell,

authorofTheWordsand
MusicofDollyParton:Getting

toKnowCountry’s“Iron
Butterfly”, adding,“She
dreamedbigdreamsand

worked really hard tomake
themhappen.”

Her family lived in
this one-room cabin.

Her uncle 
Bill gave 
Dolly her 
first guitar. 

Dolly, at 9, 
knew she 

wanted to 
be a star. 

CLOSERWEEKLY.COM 15



Carl met. “My first thought was,
I’m gonna marry that girl,” Carl has
said. “My second thought was, Lord,
she’s good lookin’.”

Dolly found herself equally capti-
vated by the man destined to be her
soul mate. “I was surprised and de-
lighted that while he talked to me,
he looked at my face, a rare thing for
me,” jokes the buxom star. But seri-
ously, Carl’s wry humor and intelli-
gence impressed Dolly. “He seemed
more sophisticated than the boys
back home,” says the insider. “She
thought he was a city slicker.”

Ambitious Carl was also the oppo-
site of Dolly’s father, Lee, “who nev-
er fully settled into a good-paying
job,” confides the old friend. Though
a warm, outgoing man, Lee “liked
to drink, had an eye for women and
had a hell-raising streak in him.”
It’s little surprise that he often had
trouble providing for his wife, Avie,
and their 12 children who shared a
one-room cabin “without electrici-
ty, indoor plumbing or even running
water,” notes the friend.

In Carl, Dolly met a man whose
drive matched her own. “Carl was
destined to be rich even without Dol-
ly in his life,” says the insider. “He
was making inroads in his own pav-
i ng bu si ness

and he supported Dolly and what she
was trying to do with her career.”

Perhaps most importantly, Carl, a
Nashville native, wasn’t impressed or
intimidated by show business. “Dol-
ly was just a teenager when they met,”
says the friend. “To have someone in
Nashville who knew the town, the
people, could give her advice, support

her and protect her meant the world.”
As her career blossomed, first

as a songwriter, then a singer on
The Porter Wagoner Show and later
as a solo artist, Carl loved Dolly and
kept her grounded. “Porter was al-
ways pushing her. He would critique
Dolly’s clothes, the songs she wrote;
it was a very stressful time in her
life,” says the insider. “To go home
and have a husband there smil-
ing, and saying, ‘What’s for dinner,
woman?’ was so important to Dolly.
It reminded her that there was more
to life than her career. She could
also be a real wife and have a life

COVER STORY

Carl “is a very
accepting
personofme,”
Dolly says. “He
letsmebeme.”

A
Lifetime

of Love

Dolly, in 1964,
“didn’tmove

toNashville to
find aman,” says
an insider. “But
Carl swept her
off her feet.”

Dolly’s record companydidn’twant
theNashville press to knowshewas
abride, soDolly andCarl crossed the
state line andwed inGeorgia in 1966.

“If I had it to do 
all over, I’d do it 
all over again.”

outside of what she did for a living.”
The friend says Carl — who accom-

panied Dolly to exactly one music 
awards ceremony the year they were 
married and then swore never again 
— kept her ambition from ruling her 
life. “She’s always driven 100 miles 
per hour in her career, but without 
Carl, she would have driven 150 and 
probably would have suffered a ner-
vous breakdown,” says the friend.

UNBREAKABLE BONDS 
But in every marriage, there are diffi-
cult times. The couple were probably 
never further apart than in the 1980s 
when Dolly’s film career was taking 
off and she found herself spending 
more time in Los Angeles while Carl 
— who hates to fly — stayed behind in 
Tennessee tending to his own busi-
ness affairs. “He never put demands 
on Dolly about what she could or 
couldn’t do in her career,” explains the 
insider. “Honestly, there were times 
when Dolly would have liked that be-
cause she mistook his silence for him 
not caring. But it’s just not in Carl’s na-
ture to be controlling.”

Fortunately, the couple stayed to-
gether through the rough patch, and 
after Dolly’s flirtation with Holly-
wood started to lose its luster, she 
came home to Brentwood, Tenn., 
and found Carl waiting for her. “Dol-
ly pushed so hard in her career that it 
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“My husband
is a good man,

first of all,”
says Dolly,

here in 1975.
“He makes
me laugh.”

“I never wanted to be married to anybody 
but Carl,” says Dolly, seen here in 1986. The 
pair toasted their 50th anniversary in May.

“Dolly and Carl built a foundation 
during their early years that still stands,” 
says the insider of the couple, who make 
their home base in Brentwood, Tenn.

made for some very
times with Carl, bu
was just never goin
to be a show busines
husba nd, wa iting
around to hold her 
purse on a film set,” 
explains the friend. 
“She has said it her-
self — if she had 
never met Carl, she
probably would hav
had as many marriag
as Elizabeth Taylor!”

In recent years, t
ple have settled into
fortable routine during Dolly ’s
downtime: watching their favor-
ite TV shows, reminiscing togeth-
er or going on road trips in Carl’s 
beloved RV. “It’s gotten to a point 
where they would be lost without 
each other,” says the friend. 

Carl, who made millions in his 
business, and Dolly, the undisputed 
queen of country music, have both 
achieved their dreams, which leaves 
them time to appreciate each other 
more. “In the past 10 years, they’ve 
settled into some of the happiest 
times of their lives together,” says 
the friend. “They know they made 
the right decision in staying together 
all these years.” 

— Reporting by Katie Bruno and 
Amanda Champagne-Meadows  

Dolly is currently on her
biggest American tour in 
25 years while promoting 
her album Pure & Simple. 

In 1976, 
she 

starred 
on Dolly!, 
her own 
variety 
series.
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STAR STORIES

CENTURY 
MARK

Olivia explains 
that she’s lived 
so long because 
of what she calls 
“the three L’s — 
love, laughter 

and light!”

S
he was all sweetness and light
as Melanie Wilkes in Gone With
the Wind, but off camera, Olivia
de Havilland had a mischievous
streak. She played a sly prank on
GWTW star Clark Gable, strap-

ping herself to a heavy lighting fixture during
a scene in which he was supposed to pick her
up. As Clark strained to lift her, the entire set
erupted in laughter.

It was a joke, but Olivia — who turned 100 on
July 1 — has proven immovable on more seri-
ous matters throughout her life. From her no-
torious feud with younger sister Joan Fontaine
to her shocking decision to leave Hollywood
for Paris (where she still lives), Olivia has nev-
er wavered. “I am content with the role life has
given me,” she said recently. “A centenarian!”

Born only a year apart, Olivia and Joan
squabbled as children, and their rivalry inten-
sified when both were up for a Best Actress Os-
car in 1942 (Olivia for Hold Back the Dawn,
Joan for Suspicion). Joan won, and though Ol-
ivia would later take home two of her own, they
never made peace. “I got married first, got an
Academy Award first, had a child first. If I die
first, she’ll be furious because again I’ll have got
there first!” Joan said. In fact, after Joan died at
96 in 2013, Olivia coolly recalled that her sister
“had an astigmatism in her perception of peo-
ple,whichcouldcausegreatdistressinothers.”

Olivia also experienced conflict in her mar-
riages — to writer Marcus Goodrich from 1946
to 1953 and Paris Match editor Pierre Galan-
te from 1955 to 1979 (she moved to France to 

be with him, then chose to stay there after the
split). Even though the relationships didn’t
work out, they provided her with the loves of
her life, son Benjamin (who died in 1991) and
daughter Gisèle, 59.

As motherhood became her focus, Oliv-
ia lost the desire to act, cutting back on work
in the ’60s and eventually retiring in 1988 at
age 72. “I don’t need a fantasy life as I once
did,” she said. Still, she’s led a kind of sto-
rybook life in what she calls “a little white
house, as tall and narrow as a chimney”
since 1958. “I loved being around real build-
ings, real castles and real churches,” she
says. “When I would meet a prince or duke,
he was a real prince, a real duke.”

At 100, she says she’s “honored” to be one of
the last members of th G ld A f
Hollywood’s royal f
Douglas is six month
er). She does the New
Times crossword
ly and celebrated h
birthday by havin
dinner and drinks
with “dear, dear”
friends. And she
doesn’t plan on
leaving us anytime
soon: She recently
told her doctor she
wants to live to be
110. — Bruce Fretts,

with reporting b
        Katie Bru

E

SCREEN ICON LOOKS BACK OVER A REMARKABLE LIFE

Olivia circa 
1945, two 

years before 
she won her 

first Best 
Actress Oscar 

for To Each 
His Own 
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DRAMA O

OFFSCRE

Olivia with 3-year-old son Benjamin in 
London in 1953 (he died of Hodgkin’s Disease 
at her Paris home in 1991) and with daughter 
Gisèle (who visited Olivia for her 100th 
birthday) on the set of the 1959 film Libel.

“She did a 
masterful 
job,” historian 
John Wiley Jr. 
tells Closer of 
Olivia’s turn in 
Gone With the 
Wind (opposite 
Leslie Howard). 
“She’s totally 
believable.” 

Olivia and sister Joan (in 
1942) were enemies, as 
documented in Joan’s 1978 
memoir No Bed of Roses.

“It’s a great 
responsi-

bility to win 
the award 

twice,” 
said Olivia 

after taking 
home the 

Best Actress 
Oscar for 

The Heiress 
in 1950.
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MEMORY LANE

ByHERBIEJPILATO

THE
FONZ

EXCLUSIVE
BOOK 

EXCERPT

Winkler
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A
rthur “Fon zie” 
Fon zarelli  has 
become such an 
A mer ican icon 
that his leather 
jacket was placed 

in the Smithsonian Institution. But 
the greaser Henry Winkler played on 
Happy Days from 1974 to 1984 wasn’t 
always supposed to be a leading role. 
In this exclusive excerpt from his new
book Dashing, Daring, and Debo-
nair: TV’s Top Male Icons from the

50s, 60s, and 70s,
Herbie J Pilato re-
veals the true sto-
ry of how a minor
character grew
into a national
sensation.

Henry Winkler
w a s su r pr i sed
when he won
t h e r o l e o f

“The Fonz” on Happy Days. As he
revealed in 1974, “They wanted a
big guy with greasy hair. When I
walked in, I said, ‘Excuse me. I don’t
think I’m the guy you want.’ ” But
then the show’s producers sat him
on a motorcycle, gave him lines, and
Winkler “made up the character” as
he went along.

“Fonzie is a tough guy who acts 
cool,” the actor said, but he wanted 
the character to be human. “I 
refused to have him combing his 
hair all the time. Fonzie may have a 
soul of leather but he has a big heart.”

Television scribe Marty Nadler 
worked with Winkler on Happy 
Days, and other shows produced 
by Garry Marshall. “At one point, 
the network got all kinds of mail
on Fonzie. He only had three lines
in an episode and all the kids were
writing in saying, ‘Who is this guy
in the leather jacket? We like this
guy,’ ” Nadler says. “So the network
called Garry in and said, ‘We want to
change this to Fonzie’s Happy Days
and we want most of the stories to be
about Fonzie.’ And Garry said, ‘Well,
who’s going to produce the show,
’cause I’m taking Ronnie [Howard]
over to NBC and do a show.’ And
right away ABC said ‘Oh no…Happy
Days is a good title.’”

“Young people seem to like the
character,” said Winkler, who
calculated he signed about 50
autographs a day. In 1975, at the
height of Happy Days’ popularity, he
traveled to NYC and was “stopped
about every 20 seconds” by fans.

Born in New York City on
Oct. 30, 1945, as the only son of

Ilse and Harry Winkler (a former 
president of an international lumber 
corporation), Henry desired to be a 
thespian since the age of 7, when he 
made his acting debut at the Hilltop 
Nursery School, portraying a tube 
of toothpaste! While he would one 
day play Fonzie, the world’s most 
popular high-school dropout, 
Winkler in real life was hardly that. 

He trained nine years and attained a 
master’s degree in theater arts.

Upon the advice of his agent, 
Winkler moved to California, 
arriving on Sept. 30, 1973. On Oct. 5, 
he delivered his lines with comedic 
precision in a bit role on CBS’s 
The Mar y T yler Moore Show, 
followed by an appearance on 
The Bob Newhart Show. His iconic 
role on Happy Days soon followed 
and the rest, as they “aay y y,” 
is history.

“I don’t know 
how to ride a 
motorcycle, 

actually.”

Excerpted from Dashing, Daring, and Debonair: TV’s Top Male Icons of the 50s, 60s, and 70s by 
Herbie J Pilato. Available from Rowman & Littlefield. Copyright © 2016.

FONZIE
BY THE
NUMBERS

nches:
size of
he Fonz
Mego 
Action 
Figure

2
Cartoons with Fonzie in them
(The Fonz and the Happy Days
Gang and Mork & Mindy/
Laverne & Shirley/Fonz Hour

Price for a Fo
lunch box on

8

22.4
  million households
  watched Happy Days at 
  its ratings peak in 1976–1977.

Number of 
sitcoms Fonzie 

appeared on (Happy 
Days, Laverne & 
Shirley, Mork & 
Mindy and Joanie 
Loves Chachi)

4



SPORTS STARS

ookingBack

GREG LOUGANIS
4 GOLD MEDALS, 1984 & 1988, DIVING

Greg Louganis is the only male athlete to 
sweep his diving events — the 3-meter 

springboard and 10-meter platform — in 
two successive Olympics. Greg, 56, who is 
openly gay, has since become an advocate 

for LGBT rights and mentored Olympic 
hopefuls. “Sports can be great for build-

ing self-esteem,” he’s said.

SPITZ
DALS, 1968 & 1972, SWIMMING
g phenom with a memorable
Mark Spitz earned two gold 
968, then went on to set seven 

world records at the ’72 Games in Munich. 
Of the Olympics at which 11 Israeli team 
members were taken hostage and killed,

JACKIE 

JOYNER-

KERSEE
3 GOLD MEDALS, 

1984–’96, 
TRACK & FIELD

One of America’s 
greatest athletes, 

Jackie Joyner-
Kersee competed 
in four Olympics, 

excelling in the 
heptathlon and long 

jump. Jackie, 54, 
became an inspira-
tion for girls every-
where: “If a young 

female sees my 
dreams and goals 

come true, they will 
realize their dreams 

and goals might 
also come true.”

ER OLY
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atOur

MARY LOU

RETTON
1 GOLD MEDAL, 1984, 

GYMNASTICS
A powerhouse 

16-year-old in 1984, 
Mary Lou Retton, now 

48, became the fi rst 
American woman gym-

nast to win gold in the 
individual all-around 
competition. Dubbed 

America’s Sweetheart, 
she won a total of fi ve 

medals. Her secret? 
“Take risks,” she says, 

“and don’t be afraid 
to fall.”

WITH 49 GOLD MEDALS AMONG THEM, 
THESE ATHLETES ACHIEVED SUCCESS
THAT WILL NEVER BE FORGOTTEN

MICHAEL

PHELPS
18 GOLD MEDALS, 

2004–’12, SWIMMING
“Records are always 
made to be broken,” 

Michael Phelps said 
at the 2008 games 

in Beijing after 
surpassing Mark 

Spitz’s record and 
winning eight golds. 
The most decorated 

Olympian of all time, 
Michael, 31, has 

won an astounding 
22 medals in three 
Olympics, and he’s 

not done yet — he’s 
heading to Rio!
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BRUCE 

JENNER
1 GOLD MEDAL, 1976, 

DECATHLON
Before transitioning to 

Caitlyn, 66, the ath-
lete formerly known as 

Bruce Jenner earned fi ve 
“personal bests” at the 
Montreal Olympics be-

fore claiming gold in the 
decathlon. Of his instant 

fame thanks to his big 
win, Bruce humbly said, 

“I happened to be the 
right guy at that 

right place, at that 
right time.”

CARL LEWIS
9 GOLD MEDALS, 1984–’96, TRACK & FIELD
A sprinter and long jumper, Carl Lewis 
dominated his sport, especially at the 
1984 LA games, winning four golds and 
tying Jesse Owens’ medal record from 
1936. According to Carl, 55, it was no 
fl uke. “When I decided to go for four gold 
medals, I planned it out over a few years,” 
he said. “There was a lot to it.”

JESSE 

OWENS
4 GOLD MEDALS, 1936, 

TRACK & FIELD
The fi rst U.S. track and 

fi eld athlete to win four 
golds in one Olympics, 

Jesse Owens — the
grandson of a slav
competed in Ger
on the eve of Wor

War II, discredit
ing Hitler’s master

race theory. “I 
wanted no part of 
politics,” he said. 
“The only victory 
that counts is the

one over yourself.”
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   24-Page
Weekly Bonus 

Section
Starts Here!

Puzzles • TV & Movies • Food • Health • Horoscopes

HARDMEDIUM EXPERT

There are nine sections of nine squares in each puzzle. Fill in all blank spaces 
with numbers 1 to 9. The numbers can be in any order but can not be repeated.SUDOKU

For the answers to this week’s puzzles, turn to page 48.

WORD SEARCH
Each of these clues can be found within
the grid horizontally, vertically, diagonally,
backward or forward. Circle them all to
solve the puzzle.

UNDER THE SEA

ALGAE

BARRACUDA

BASS

CONCH

CORAL

CRAB

DOLPHIN

MANATEE

OCTOPUS

REEF

SEAL

SEA URCHIN

SEAWEED

SHARK

SHRIMP

SNAIL

SQUID

TUNA

F E B Q U C W C X R O C W E D X J A I B 

Z B U R E S P L N A V Y P K P O O N K C 

C F Z F  I  L Y E C O N C H C N P S D P L 

R T F F S Y M Y S L X V S V A C E P J F 

Q L D T N N H E W H L C E K O C Z R T A 

G L D Y P W P P F J A Y V U H E  I G A C 

V R E H R L T G S T U Y L G J E E A A J 

Q Y G E A X A I   I X Y U B V L Y W K Y R 

W X K D M B A R R A C U D A I  S O Q Y K 

K E Y S H P Y B K U Y K K Q B J W P B L 

B U U T R K G L L H N Y Y V T A I H K B 

S B C U M P S A  I   I  N U N C T A L S R F 

J L A O B G R Y U A O N C R B Q N G J  I 

O E S U P O T C O K N S E A L C Z A A J 

S G G T C W Y G T D W S D I U Q S P M E 
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TRAIN YOUR BRAIN

WORD SCRAMBLE
Unscramble the shaded letters to spell out 
the answer to this week’s trivia question.

DRIS ELBA lent his voice to the 2016 
nimated movie Finding Dory 
longside this SCTV actor.

ACROSS
1 Summary for the

military meeting
6 Some shoes
11 These go with electric 

guitars
14 Young woman
15 Venetian blind piece
16 Give one’s view
18 Vermouth cocktails
20 Tainted with toxin
22 Has patience
24 Blink of an eye
25 Landscaping plant
26 FDR program
27 Wait patiently
28 Maturing
30 Merchandise 

markdowns
31 Bearing, demeanor
32 Paramedic svc.
33 Metallic sound
34 Eye sores
35 Any minute now
36 Smoking receptacles
38 Engages in espionage
39 Inclines
41 Show Boat actress 

Dunne
42 Pintail ducks
43 Actor Jimmy
44 Catches sight of
45 Heads for the hills
46 Temper fits
47 Philosopher Auguste
48 Was capable
49 Edinburgh natives
50 Texas school, for short
52 Woe is me!
53 Practical
55 Root vegetable
56 A Beautiful Mind 

director Howard
57 Blackboard writer
58 Spouses
59 Hospital worker
60 Deceives
61 Stitch again
62 Toots the horn
63 Cabbage dishes
64 Despises
65 Salty liquid
67 Icy rains
69 Long grain and wild
70 India neighbor
72 Nights before
73 Kitchen tool
74 Bangs the door
75 Waiter’s incentive
76 Editor’s word
77 Scattered seed
78 Diving birds
79 Main point
80 Geometry meas.
81 Enjoys

82 Assistant
83 High IQ society
84 Quick joke
86 Sternum
89 Indian instrument
90 Droops in the middle
91 Sharpen a skill
92 Toddlers
93 Set apart
94 Account boosters

DOWN 
1 Bully, intimidate
2 Make extremely happy
3 They’re in the stands
4 Sorta suffix
5 U.S. government org.
6 Informal vocabulary
7 Armored Army vehicle
8 Extraterrestrials
9 Hangman’s ropes

10 Barbecue skewers
11 Spanish year
12 Refers to, in passing
13 Four-door auto
15 Smell badly
17 1955 movie Love ___ 

Many-Splendored 
Thing

18 Naval rank
19 The symbol for Gemini
20 Warsaw natives
21 Social happening
23 Draws a bead on
25 Will & Grace star Sean
28 Rickman and Thicke
29 Soul singer Marvin
30 Pig homes
31 Castle canals
33 Island in the 

Mediterranean
34 Dashboard gauge
35 Long cuts
37 Jogs along
38 Refine ore

39 Harry Potter 
pics star Maggie

40 Military gesture
42 Moved stealthily
43 Impudent ones
44 Without 

accompaniment
45 Ducks, roosters and 

hens
46 Threaded fastener
47 Pat lovingly
48 Fireplace embers
49 Satisfies fully
50 Winding, as a road
51 Untidy condition
53 Mideast boats
54 Relieves the tension
55 ___ Vista, Mexico
57 Winter wraps
59 Diamond and Simon
60 Large group of ships
61 Sped along
62 Edges
63 Most harsh

64 Offers employment
65 Fiber cereal
66 Army officers
68 Admit
69 Less well-done
70 Blackthorn fruits
71 Give a big smooch
73 Fireplace tools
74 Ice cream treats
76 Lookout
77 Moses’ mountain
78 Feudal lord
79 Hackman, Kelly and 

Wilder
81 Set afire
82 “I smell ___”
83 Stereo opposite
85 Fleur-de-___
86 Scouting group 

abbreviation
87 Longtime CBS soap 

opera: As ___ World 
Turns

88 Jazz style

CROSSWORD
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SPOT THE DIFFERENCE PICTURED: 
WHOOPI GOLDBERG IN THE AUDIENCE WITH 

JIMMY FALLON ON NBC’S THE TONIGHT SHOWFind the 10 things that make these two pictures different!

CRYPTOGRAM
A Cryptogram is a deciphering puzzle where one letter stands for another. 
If the letter M represents the letter A, it will do so throughout the puzzle. 
Write your answer in the box over the coded letter. Short words like A, 
AND, THE and I are common. Words may frequently end in E, S, and ING. 
We’ve given you some starting clues at the bottom.

Z C Q J Q W A D Q E J C Q J Z Y H

W F L N W Y K W R H W Y L Z

N H K J Z L N H Q Y. D F U W R

E Z C T D F’ L N H K J

L N H A, D L K H D Y L U Z F’ L

N C Q L L N H A.

BLOCK BUSTERS
Bust up the blocks below and reassemble 
them to spell the title of a movie that 
each actor appeared in. Each complete 
word begins with a capital letter.

MICHELLE PFEIFFER

JOHN TRAVOLTA

SAMUEL L. JACKSON

ed Th

o T e

Unb wb rea

rri ban Ur

ka oy ble

Ma Mob Co

CLUES: N=H Z=O, QUOTE BY DALAI LAMA



TRAIN YOUR BRAIN

WIN A FLAT-SCREEN TV PRIZE PACK!
Win a brand-new fl at-screen TV and Blu-ray player, 

plus the latest comedy from director Richard Linklater, 
Everybody Wants Some!!, on Blu-ray Combo Pack!

FOR THESE AND OTHER FAB PRIZES, 
GO TO CLOSERWINIT.COM. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.

Open to current legal residents — ages 13 and older — of the
United States and the District of Columbia. Void elsewhere and where 

prohibited or restricted. For full rules and free entry,
go to closerwinit.com.

WIN IT!
CLOSERWINIT.COM

ACROSS 
1 Disney classic ___ 

and the Tramp
3 Take wing
5 Have nothing to do 

with
10 Buddy, slangily
11 Reverence
13 “Brown Eyed Girl” 

singer Morrison
14 Small songbird
16 Deep-sleep phase
17 Police officer
18 So long!
19 Rosary item
21 Feed the fire
24 Type of market
25 Director Anderson 

or Craven
26 City in Colorado
28 Intellectual humor
29 Singing range
30 Business abbreviation
32 Hang down
33 That girl
34 Settle a debt
36 Paul Scofield movie 

___ for All Seasons
38 School group initials
40 Church platform
41 Food for the cows
42 Genesis man
44 Large, colorful parrot
45 Secret plan
47 Scouting group: Abbr.
49 Internet site
50 A life history, for 

short
51 Glue again
53 Climbing vine
54 Yuck!
55 Plaything
56 Cookie crisper
57 Take advantage of
58 Rorschach ink spot

DOWN 
1 Paramour
2 German river
4 Jump far
5 Broadway sign letters
6 In what way?

7 Not one
8 Ornamental stone
9 Sesame Street ’s 

grouch
10 London natives
12 Itsy-bitsy
15 Pea container
18 Second to none
20 Corn serving

21 Matched collection
22 Cabbage cousin
23 The Godfather: Part III 

actor Garcia
24 Prohibit, forbid
25 Hairpiece
27 Champagne cork 

sound
28 Lacking color
29 Gotcha!
30 Ghostbusters 

director Reitman

31 Persian or Siamese
32 American poet 

Teasdale
33 Pig’s place
35 Objective
37 Papa’s partner
38 Puppy foot
39 The bride and groom 

say this
41 Joyful
42 Blue Jasmine 

director Woody

43 When the mood 
strikes

45 Flower container
46 Lovers’ rendezvous
47 Musician’s 

engagement
48 London district
49 Garage sale 

condition
50 Purchase
51 Map abbreviation
52 Geologic span

BONUS CROSSWORD
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Ryan Phillippe
Fires Up Shooter
Stepping into a role played by Mark 
Wahlberg in the 2007 movie of the
same name, Ryan Phillippe stars
the new drama series Shooter as
former Marine sniper aiming to st
a plot to assassinate the presiden
The actor, 41, has long been a targ
of the tabloids, but “My skin is so
thick,” he’s said. “I’ve been in the
entertainment industry for 23 yea
so there’s nothing anyone can say
that I haven’t heard or thought
myself. You just keep moving.”

TUNE IN! Shooter premieres 
July 19 at 10 p.m. ET on USAC
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A Farewell to Bones

Ryan previously starred 
on the series Damages 

and Secrets and Lies.

HOW YOU KNOW
HIM: As Timothy 
Olyphant’s nemesis 
on Justified. “It 
was just as likely to 
be funny as it was 
serious,” says Walton. 
“It had something 
for everybody ”

Walton
Goggins

WHAT HE’S DOING
NOW: Playing a wily
school administrator 
in the new comedy 
Vice Principals (with 
Danny McBride). “He 
takes Machiavellian 
to a whole new level,” 
says Walton, 44.

IN THE 

SPOTLIGHT

Bones will conclude its run
with 12 final episodes next
season — but first comes
the 11th season finale, which
sets up the fates of crime-
solving anthropologist
Temperance “Bones”

Brennan (Emily Deschanel) 
and her husband, FBI
agent Seeley Booth (David 
Boreanaz). “I am thrilled
the show will have the
ending it deserves for all
of our amazing, loyal fans,” 

says Emily. Adds creator 
Hart Hanson, “It just shows 
what you can do with an 
amalgam of a genius cast, 
amazing crew, cunning 
writers, determination, luck, 
magic [and] miracles.”

Emily and David’s first 
episode of Bones aired 
on Sept. 13, 2005.

TUNE IN! Bones’ finale airs July 21 at 8 p.m. ET on Fox

Vice Principals

TUNE IN! 
Vice 

Principals 
debuts July 17 
at 10:30 p.m. 

ET on HBO
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MOVIES

If there’s something strange in your
neighborhood, who you gonna call? An 
all-female team of Ghostbusters! Not that 
everyone has been so welcoming. “Did you 
see the internet?” Ernie Hudson, one of the 
stars of the 1984 original who appears in the 
remake, asks Closer with a laugh. “Some fans 
have been angry about it, but I think a lot of 
that will go away once they see the movie.”
Kristen Wiig, who leads the paranormal-

investigative team alongside Leslie Jones,
Melissa McCarthy and Kate McKinnon, 
agrees: “When you’re doing a movie that’s 
got the same title as one that came out 
30 years ago and is such a classic, you want to 
do a good job,” she says. “The script and the 
cast are really good. A lot of the cast members 
from the fi rst one joined us, which was such 
a blessing. Everyone just says there’s a good 
spirit around it.” [PG-13]

THE INFILTRATOR
Breaking Bad’s Bryan Cranston joins the 
other side of the war on drugs in this fact-
based thriller about an FBI agent gunning 
to bring down cartel leader Pablo Escobar. 
Diane Kruger and Amy Ryan co-star. [R]

CAFÉ SOCIETY
In Woody Allen’s latest period rom-com, 
Jesse Eisenberg plays a 1930s Bronx, N.Y., 
native who moves to Hollywood and falls for 
the secretary (Kristen Stewart) of his uncle 
(Steve Carell), a powerful agent. [PG-13]

GHOSTBUSTERS

DVDs

MILES AHEAD
Don Cheadle co-writes, 
directs and stars in this 
fanciful caper about 
legendary jazz trumpeter 
Miles Davis. With Ewan 
McGregor. [R] 

SISTERS: SEASON FIVE
Sela Ward, Swoosie Kurtz, 
Patricia Kalember and 
Julianne Phillips star in 
24 episodes from 1994 to 
’95. Guests include George 
Clooney and Robert Klein.

DEMOLITION
Jake Gyllenhaal delivers 
a tour de force in this 
shattering drama about 
a widower who literally 
blows up his life. Naomi 
Watts co-stars. [R]

OUT TUE. 7/19

OUT TUE. 7/19

 OUT FRI. 7/15

 OUT FRI. 7/15  OUT WED. 7/13
OUT TUE. 7/19

Leslie, Melissa, 
Kristen and Kate ain’t 

afraid of no ghosts.

The original 
crew in ’84
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JEFF BECK
LoudHailer

For his first album in
six years, the guitar
virtuoso wanted to make
a statement about “the
nasty things I see going
on in the world today.”
For example, the song
“Scared for the Children”
is his clarion call to
“modern youth
being dumbed
down by endless
drivel on TV.”

In every issue of J-14 Decorate (aimed at 8 to 16-
year olds), your DIY and decor-loving girl will find:

Celebrity and reader bedroommakeovers,
plus expert advice on how she can get the look!
Tons of low-hassle (and low-budget!) DIY decor
ideas — using items you already have at home!
Cool quizzes, spotlights on the latest interior
design, fun freebie opportunities and MORE!

GALLERY ART AND CELEB
POSTERS FOR HER ROOM!

ON
NEWSSTANDS

NOW!

OUT NOW

OUT TUE. 7/19

PARAMOUNT 
STUDIOS: 

1940–2000
With never-before-
published photos and a 
foreword by the studio’s 
iconic producer Robert 
Evans, this ode to the 
Hollywood dream factory 
unreels the story of fi lms 
such as Psycho and 
The Godfather. Plus: dish 
on TV shows like Star 
Trek and Cheers and stars 
named Frank and Elvis. 

THE
INSEPARABLES

Stuart Nadler

With her money gone, her
daughter getting divorced
and her granddaughter
in the midst of scandal,
widowed Henrietta
Olyphant agrees to
reissue the salacious best
seller she wrote years
before. What she doesn’t
know is that it may now
open new chapters in
everyone’s lives.
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R 
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FUN FACT: Jeff’s first book, 
BECK01, comes out July 12.
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The British Open 7 A.M., NBC
Returning champion Zach
Johnson competes at
Scotland’s Royal Troon Golf
Club. (The final round airs
Sunday on NBC at 7 a.m.)

Angel From Hell 8 P.M., CBS
Amy (Jane Lynch) gobbles
up the opportunity to plan
a festive “Funsgiving” party
for Allison (Maggie Lawson)
in the first of two new back-
to-back episodes.

Hello World! 8 P.M., DSC
You won’t want to miss a
thing when Aerosmith’s
Steven Tyler shares the
summer plans of the North
American prairie dog!

A Perfect 9 P.M.,
Christmas HALL

Newlyweds (Susie Abromeit
and Dillon Casey) try to
keep their pregnancy under
wraps while family visits
for the holidays. With Silver
Spoons’ Erin Gray.

In an Instant 9 P.M., ABC
Revisit the harrowing 2012 
rescue of car crash survivor 
Kelli Groves as she dangled 
from the side of a bridge 
over a California freeway.

Celebrity 8 P.M.,
Family Feud ABC

Host Steve Harvey welcomes
cooking queen Paula Deen 
and her kin as they serve 
up answers with Jaleel 
White, Carson Kressley and
Rico Rodriguez. 

The Last Ship 9 P.M., TNT
Chandler (Eric Dane) makes
some serious waves as he
gets the Nathan James
crew on deck with the final
phase of his big plan.

The Tunnel 10:30 P.M., PBS
While Benji (Paul Ready)
makes people lose their
head, the Truth Terrorist
sets his mind on killing
Sophie (Mia Goth).

Life’s a Beach 11 P.M., TRAVEL
From St. John in the Virgin 
Islands to Panama’s Bocas 
Del Toro, soak up some 
of the world’s top seaside 
escapes in this new series.

The Republican
National Convention
The party of Lincoln is set
to nominate Donald Trump
for president as the four-day
event in Cleveland begins.
(Check local listings for
networks and times.)

CupcakeWars 8 P.M., FOOD
Guest chefs Shawn Johnson,
Johnny Weir, NeNe Leakes
and Lamorne Morris try to
find the right meow mix to
make Hello Kitty treats.

Devious Maids 9 P.M., LIFE
Genevieve (Susan Lucci)
plots to get the attention
of Zoila (Judy Reyes), while
Rosie (Dania Ramirez)
learns a secret about Peri
(Mariana Klaveno).

The Making 10 P.M.,
of the Mob: Chicago AMC

Al Capone sufers a
personal loss when a family
member carries out orders
in Johnny Torrio’s absence.

Braindead 10 P.M., CBS
In order to gain access 
to the CDC, Laurel (Mary 
Elizabeth Winstead) has to 
bug an entomologist (guest
star Margo Martindale). 

Hotel Hell 8 P.M., FOX
Chef Gordon Ramsay visits 
Fort Pierce, Fla., to help a 
struggling owner prevent 
his beachfront hotel from
going out with the tide.

Containment 9 P.M., CW
As the series concludes, Lex 
(David Gyasi) makes a life-
altering choice that could 
fi nally end Dr. Lommers 
(Claudia Black) and her sick 
plans once and for all. 

No Man 9 P.M.,
Left Behind NGC

Follow eight elite British 
commandos as they try to 
ground Saddam Hussein’s 
Scud missile launchers 
during the fi rst Gulf War. 

Feed the Beast 10 P.M., AMC
Tommy (David Schwimmer) 
starts losing his cool while 
still oblivious to a betrayal 
by Dion (Jim Sturgess).

I Am Homicide 10 P.M., ID
Clues from a body found on 
a highway drive Detective 
Gary McFadden closer to 
bringing down a young 
working woman’s elusive 
serial murderer. 

SATURDAY 7/16 SUNDAY 7/17 MONDAY 7/18 TUESDAY 7/19
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Greatest Hits 9 P.M., ABC
It’s so hard to say goodbye 
to yesterday. Boyz II Men, 
En Vogue, Seal and Bonnie 
Raitt perform some of their 
big hits from the mid-’90s. 
Arsenio Hall co-hosts.

Lip Sync 10 P.M.,
Battle SPIKE

DWTS siblings Julianne and
Derek Hough try not to put
their foot in their mouth
facing of with each other.

Beat Bobby 10 P.M.,
Flay FOOD

Pro chefs Katie Lee and
Laura Vitale help Denver’s
Jennifer Jasinski and New
Jersey’s Eric Levine earn a
shot at burning Bobby.

Sex&Drugs& 10 P.M.,
Rock&Roll FX

Flash (John Corbett) gets
mixed signals from Gigi
(Elizabeth Gillies), while Ava
(Elaine Hendrix) is amped
for her solo debut.

BoJack 3 A.M.,
Horseman NETFLIX

The sitcom satire saddles up
for a new season and BoJack
(Will Arnett) contemplates
how the Secretariat biopic
will afect his own legacy.

Mysteries at the 6 P.M.,
Museum TRAVEL

From the Skunk Ape to the
invention of Pop Rocks,
delve into more enigmas
and secrets with this
six-episode marathon.

Bring It! 8 P.M., LIFE
Miss D divides the Dancing
Dolls into Team Kayla and
Team Dianna to help the

et a leg up on the
er competition.

reat British 9 P.M.,
g Show PBS

ot so sweet for the
ining bakers as they
ve to whip up treats

without using sugar,
gluten or dairy.

Outcast 10 P.M., MAX
Kyle (Patrick Fugit) 
and Allison (Kate Lyn 
Sheil) decide to revisit 
their complex past on 

Remembrance Day.

Duck Dynasty 9 P.M., A&E
Jase does his best to rid 
the neighborhood of a 
bothersome beaver; Willie 
and Si argue over who’ll be
Little Will’s driving instructor.

American 10 P.M.,
Gothic CBS 
Cam (Justin Chatwin) has 
hallucinations that leave 
him questioning his ties to 
a violent crime; Madeline 
(Virginia Madsen) receives 
a cryptic message.

Tyrant 10 P.M., FX
While Barry (Adam Rayner) 
works to prevent a personal
tragedy, Ahmed (Camer
Gharaee) suddenly unea
a long-held secret about
Nusrat (Sibylla Deen).

The Bravos 10 P.M., BR
Mariah Carey receives th
Giving Me Life Achievem
Award as part of the
network’s inaugural fete
that says “bravo” to itse

Mr. Robot 10 P.M.
Elliot (Rami Malek) lear
that out-hacking Mr. Ro
(Christian Slater) is tou
than it seems; things st
to disconnect at fsocie

WEDNESDAY 7/20 THURSDAY 7/21 FRIDAY 7/22

CHARLIE’S ANGELS THU.

7/21, 9 P.M. Deadly toys are
appearing at the Mother Goose 
Toy Company and it’s up to the 
Angels to solve the case. Kris
(Cheryl Ladd) impersonates
a life-size rag doll.

THE BIONIC WOMAN SAT. 7/16,

8 P.M. Cyrus Carstairs (Vincent 
Price) — the inventor of a new
secret formula — dies, leaving
his greedy relatives conspiring 
for his inheritance. One of them 
puts the formula up on the
black market, and Jaime
(Lindsay Wagner) is sent to get 
it first. She poses as cousin
Tracy, whom nobody’s seen
since she joined the circus.

THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN 
WED. 7/20, 9 P.M. When Steve
(Lee Majors) jumps a 12-foot
fence to fix a malfunctioning
space capsule, a newswoman
happens to get it on film. After 
her boss sees the footage, he
attempts to kidnap Steve so he 
can sell him to a foreign country.

Forlocal listingscheck
cozitv.com

THIS WEEK ON

LIP SYNC’S 
JULIANNE AND 
DEREK HOUGH
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GREAT
PLACES
TO VISIT

GREAT ESCAPE

Healthy Living
The Green Thumb in Water Mill “is a farmers 
market that sells freshly picked vegetables and 
fruit,” says Beth. “It’s really incredible.”

Fit for
a King
The Southampton 
Inn offers 
spacious, well-
appointed rooms,  
a heated pool 
and acres of lush 
gardens just a 
short walk from 
the village’s 
upscale shops 
and restaurants.

W
hen she needs to get back to nature, actress and
animal activist Beth Ostrosky Stern heads to 
the East End of New York’s Long Island. “I think 

the natural beauty of the Hamptons is like no other,” Beth, 
who is married to former America’s Got Talent judge and ra-
dio personality Howard Stern, tells Closer. “The beaches are 
so extraordinary and clean. And I love the wildlife.” The re-
gion’s soft sand beaches are ideal for sunbathing, and surf-
ing in the ocean or boating on the Long Island Sound are 
other popular pastimes. But visitors who’ve had too much 
sun have options, too. “There is an abundance of shopping,” 
confides Beth, 43, who also finds the Hamptons’ art galler-
ies, historical sights and restaurants worth visiting. But at 
the end of another lazy summer day, she likes to join other 
Hamptonites at an outdoor café. “There are a lot of wonder-
ful places to sit outside and be able to watch the sunset.”   

— Louise A. Barile, with reporting by Ilyssa Panitz

HeavenlyHam
YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE RICH 

OR FAMOUS TO ENJOY NEW YORK’S 

FABLED SUMMER PLAYGROUND

Sweet Life
“We love to eat dinner 

by the water, have 
a glass of wine and 

watch the boats go by,” 
says Beth, with hubby 

Howard, 62. 
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THE SIP
The fresh
watermelon
margarita is the
perfect salute
to summer.

THE STYLE
Even if you’re 
not headed to 
the beach, the 
Sun ’N’ Sand 
Hampton 
Tote is stylish 
and practical. 
$23.99, 
ebags.com

INGREDIENTS
1 slice watermelon
¼ oz. agave

syrup
1½ oz. Don Julio

Blanco tequila
½ oz. fresh lime

juice
In a shaker, muddle fruit
and syrup. Add remaining 
ingredients and ice, and
shake. Strain into a martini 
glass, and garnish with
more melon.

Flavor Fiesta
Say olé at Union Cantina, a Mexican eatery
that merges south-of-the-border fun with
farm-to-table goodness in Southampton.

New Heights
Enjoy the scenic vistas by playing a round at
Hampton Hills Golf and Country Club, located
at the highest elevation in Southampton.

BRING THE 
HAMPTONS 
HOME

THE TASTE
Artisan sea salt makes 
every meal a gourmet treat. 
$39.99, hamptonssalt.com

ptons

“There’s not one 
place that isn’t 
magical there.”

— Beth Ostrosky Stern
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GOOD FOOD

O
nsteamydays,servingupscoopsof icecreamorfrozen
fruitpopsisasurefirewaytokeeplovedonescooland
happy.Andthisyear,youcanseriouslywowthemwith-
outputtinginmuchextraeffort.Just followtheleadof
topchefsandwhipuphomemadeversionspackedwith
summer-freshflavor.“[Fruit] is thebestwaytomake

desserts justa littlebitbetter foryou,”cheersPaulaDeen.Trythesefro-
zendelights(fromPaula,BobbyFlayandEmerilLagasse)today!

Dazzle your crowd with cool-down treats
from top celebrity chefs

FRUITY FROZEN
DELIGHTS

1 (750 ml) bottle
fruity red wine,
like Pinot Noir

1 cup
pomegranate
juice

1 ⁄4 cup simple syrup
2 tbsp. corn syrup

1 ⁄4 cup orange juice
1 ⁄4 cup cranberry

juice
2 apples, cored and

chopped
2 oranges, chopped
2 pears, chopped

1. In medium sauce-
pan, reducewine
to about 21 ⁄2 cups.
While still hot, add
pomegranate juice,
simple syrup, corn
syrup, orange juice,
cranberry juice and
fruits. Let cool, then
chill in the refrigerator

BOBBY’S SANGRIA ICE POPS
Serves 10

PER SERVING: 178 cal,
1g protein, 32g carbs,
3g fiber, 17g sugar, 0g fat

overnight to allow
flavors tomeld.
2. Strainmixture
through amesh sieve;
divide evenly among
10 ice popmolds.
Freeze until solid.

More delicious ideas:
•Usewhite wine
instead of red and
replace the pome-
granate juice with
pineapple juice for
a tropical take.

•Use 2 cups of fresh or
1 bag of frozenmixed
berries for the fruit.

•Add 1 ⁄4cup of brandy
with the fruit for more
authentic flavor.

Agrown-up take

onachildhood

favorite!
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Recipes adapted from and inspired by Paula Deen, Bobby Flay and Emeril Lagasse.

Bobby Flay

Paula Deen

“I have a cup 
of this on 

most nights,” 
says Paula of 

her peachy 
frozen treat.
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Relax!

1 ⁄2 qt. strawberries,
washed, stemmed
and quartered

1 ⁄2 qt. raspberries
11 ⁄4 cups granulated

sugar
4 cups half-and-

half
2 tsp. pure vanilla

extract
6 egg yolks

1. In food processor
or blender, combine
strawberries, raspber-
ries and 1 ⁄4 cupof sugar.
Process until smooth.
2. In saucepan over
medium heat, com-
bine half-and-half and
remaining sugar. Bring
to a simmer. In small
mixing bowl, whisk
egg yolks. Slowly
add 1 cup of the hot
liquid to egg yolks and

4 very ripe
bananas, peeled
and sliced

1 cup ripe or
frozen peaches,
chopped

1 ⁄2 tsp. pure vanilla
or almond
extract

1–2 tsp. maple syrup
(optional)

1. Spread banana
slices on large plate
and freeze 1 hr., until
semi-frozen but
not solid.
2. In food processor,
puree bananas until
smooth. Once smooth,
pulse in peaches,
vanilla or almond
extract andmaple
syrup (if using). Freeze
in an airtight freezer
containerwith a

EMERIL’S BERRY ICE CREAM
Serves 10

PAULA’S PEACH AND BANANA TREAT
Serves 4

To make this 
ice cream extra 
decadent, top with 
chocolate chips or 
hot fudge.

PER SERVING: 351 cal,
5g protein, 55g carbs,
2g fiber, 48g sugar, 14g fat

PER SERVING: 130 cal,
2g protein, 33g carbs,
4g fiber, 20g sugar, 1g fat

whisk until smooth.
Add yolkmixture to
saucepan andwhisk
to incorporate. Bring
liquid back to a sim-
mer and cook 4 to 6
min. or until mixture
coats the back of a
spoon. Remove from
heat; stir in fruit puree.
Whisk until smooth.
3. Pour themixture
into a glass bowl and
place plastic wrap
directly on top to
prevent a skin from
forming; let cool
completely. Process
mixture according to
ice creammachine
instructions. Store
in freezer for up to
2weeks.

tight-fitting lid at least
4 hrs. or up to 2weeks.
To serve, set out on
a counter for 10min.
to thaw slightly, then
scoop and enjoy.

More delicious ideas:
•Substitute an equal
amount of frozen cher-
ries for the peaches for
a fresh flavor twist.

•Blend a scoopwith
plain or vanilla yogurt
tomake a sweet and
tangy smoothie.

•Addnutty crunch
by folding 1 ⁄4cup of
choppedpecans into
the fruit puree just
before freezing.

 Emeril Lagasse

For a healthy 
indulgence, 

serve with angel 
food cake. 
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LIVE BETTER

80 percent of women over 50 struggle
with thinning strands, and summer
heat can exacerbate the problem.
To the rescue: superfoods proven to
reverse hair loss

FULLER,THICKER 
Delicious Ways to Get

1
APPLE JUICE INCREASES ROOT STRENGTH
A compound in apples fortifies roots by 70 percent, minimizing 
hair loss, say Japanese scientists. The payoff: Eating 1 apple or 

drinking 1 ⁄2 cup of juice daily delivers stronger, fuller hair in 4 weeks. To 
get the perks, mix 1 ⁄2 cup of apple juice, 1 ⁄2 cup of seltzer and a splash of 
lime juice. Not a fan of apple juice? Supplement with New Nordic Hair 
Volume ($16, drugstore.com), which contains the potent fruit extract.

2
BELL PEPPERS PREVENT BREAKAGE
These colorful crunchers are one of nature’s
top sources of vitamin C. Why that’s a boon

for hair: This nutrient is vital to the creation of col-
lagen, which strengthens protein bonds to ward 
off breakage so hair can grow stronger and longer. 
Plus, getting enough vitamin C more than doubles 
the body’s ability to absorb iron, another nutrient 
that’s essential to healthy hair growth.

4
SPINACH EXTENDS GROWTH PHASE
Up to 90 percent of women with thin-
ning hair have low levels of iron, a mineral 

that plays a key role in the building of hair protein. 
Without optimal iron, the body’s hair-growth phase 
is about 42 percent shorter. The target daily iron 
intake for postmenopausal women is 8 mg — and 
just 1 cup of uncooked spinach (or 1 ⁄2 cup cooked) 
gets you close to that dose. 
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HAIR

3
BEEF REDUCES FOLLICLE FALLOUT
Even subtle shortfalls of zinc can set off hair 
loss. That’s because the mineral supports 

healthy cell division in hair follicles, helping strands 
grow thicker and stronger. Zinc also promotes the 
secretion of natural oils in the hair that strengthen 
follicles to reduce fallout. A tasty way to boost zinc 
levels? Enjoy 4 oz. of red meat (a serving roughly 
the size of a checkbook) daily. 

5
OATS KICK-START NEW GROWTH
Munching on an oatmeal-rich treat, like a 
cherry crisp, allows healthy new strands to 

grow in faster and fuller. The reason? Oats are one 
of nature’s richest sources of silica, a trace mineral 
that promotes scalp cell turnover to jump-start the 
hair-growth cycle. In one study, hair thickness and 
volume increased by 50 percent in women with 
fine hair who upped their silica intake.CE
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My Skinny 
  Secret

SAVVY SWAP

SLIM2XFASTER!
Breaking research proves 
that plant-based eating fires
up fat burn for speedy weight loss — but
cutting back on meat can be difficult. To
the rescue: In A Plant-Based Life (AMACOM, 
2016; Paperback $17, Kindle $5, Nook $11), 
nutritionist Micaela Cook Karlsen shares 
success strategies and recipes that make 
plant-based eating delicious and easy. 

GOOD BOOK &  NEW 
NOTABLE 

“I love ice cream and won’t give it up … My 
favorite is Lovin’ Scoopful — it has half the 
fat and one-third fewer calories than a lot 

of other ice creams.”  —Maria Shriver, 60 

YOU SAVE

106
CALORIES

Instead Of:
2 oz. of potato chips for 

304 CAL.

Choose:
2 oz. of sweet potato chips for

198 CAL.
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FOREVER YOUNG

A-listers are beating the
heat and belly bulge with
water workouts that torch 
44% more calories than 
grueling sweat sessions

A
t age 70, Jaclyn Smith looks 
as beautiful and vibrant as 
she did 40 years ago when 
she starred in Charlie’s 
Angels. One of her secrets to 
ageless: doing gentle exer-

cises in the pool. It’s a great way to get a full-
body workout, increase energy and melt fat, 
says certified exercise physiologist Karen 
Kent, who’s been teaching water fitness for 
35 years. “Water workouts take the pressure 
off the feet, knees and hips, so the exercise 
feels like it’s easier but you’re burning more 
calories than you would on land.” And with 
temperatures climbing higher each day, there’s 
no better time to hop into a pool or lake to try 
Kent’s 10-minute workouts.
 
TO REV ENERGY 

Bursts of high-intensity exercise get oxygen 
pumping to the brain for a revitalizing boost.
>3 MINUTES: Warm up by marching in waist-
deep water, lifting your thighs parallel to the 
ground as you pump your arms.
>1 MINUTE: Jog in place as fast as you can, pump-
ing your arms.
>30 SECONDS: Rest.
>1 MINUTE: Lunge forward with your right leg, 
bending your knee to a 90-degree angle. 
Keeping your torso upright, jump up and 
switch legs before your feet touch the bottom; 
repeat for 1 minute.
>1 MINUTE: Rest.
>1 MINUTE: With arms out in front, twist your 
torso to the left, then sweep the water from 
left to right with your arms as you return to 
the center. Switch sides; repeat for 1 minute.
>30 SECONDS: Rest.
>2 MINUTES: Cool down by marching in place.

“I do 
ballet-type 

stretches and 
exercises in the 

pool that are not 
high-impact.”

Jaclyn Smith, 70

SLIM AND 
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TO MELT FAT

Continuousmotionrevsmetabolism,
saysKent,whosuggestswearingwater
gloves (likeSpeedoAquaticFitness
Gloves, $19, swimoutlet.com) to increase
resistanceandburnevenmorecalories.
>3 MINUTES:Warmupbywalkingbackand
forth inwater that’swaist-orchest-deep,
swingingyourarms in thewater.
>1 MINUTE: Inneck-deepwater, raiseyour
armsto thesides,parallel to theground,
palms facingdown.Jumpupandtuck
yourknees toyourchestwhilebring-
ingyourarms forward tohugyourknees.
Return tostart; repeat for 1minute.
>1 MINUTE: Inchest-deepwater, standwith
your feethip-widthapart, armsbyyour
sides. Slowly twistyour torso fromside to
sideasyourarmstrail throughthewater.
>1 MINUTE: Inwaist-deepwater, stand in
apliéposition (heels together, knees
slightlybent) and jumpashighasyoucan.
Return toplie; repeat for 1minute.
>1 MINUTE: Inwaist- tochest-deepwater,
swingyour rightarmforwardasyou

extendyour left legbackas farasyoucan;
switchsidesandrepeat for 1minute.
>3 MINUTES:Cooldownbywalkingor
marchingslowly inchest-deepwater.

TO TONE ALLOVER

Watercreates resistance thatworks like
weights to sculpt thebody fromheadto
toe—but itdoes sowithout stressing the
jointsormuscles, saysKent.
>3 MINUTES:Warmupbywalking through
chest-deepwater.Bendyourarmsand
pumpthemasyouwalk.
>2 MINUTES: Inchest-deepwater, do jump-
ing jacks, raisingyourarmsto thesides
butkeeping themjustunder thesurface
of thewater.
>2 MINUTES:Walk inwaist-deepwater, add-
inga lungewitheachstep.
>2 MINUTES: Inchest-deepwater, extend
yourarmsstraightout to thesidesand
makesmall circles forward for 1minute,
thencirclebackward for 1min.
>1 MINUTE:Cooldownbywalkingslowly in
chest-deepwater.

VITAMIN D REDUCES
CANCER RISK BY 67%
In a study at the UC-San Diego
School of Medicine, women
over 55 with high levels of
vitamin D (40 ng/ml or more)
had a 67 percent lower risk of
cancer than those with lower
D levels. The reason? Vitamin
D prevents the growth of
abnormal cells. Experts advise 
spending 10 minutes a day in
the sun sans sunscreen or tak-
ing at least 2,000 IU of D3 daily. 

KEY TO STRONGER MEMORY
Mentally replaying the
moment you meet someone
improves recall, say British
scientists. They had subjects
watch YouTube videos, then
either move on to other tasks
or mentally review the clips for 
40 seconds. Two weeks later,
people had excellent recall of
clips they’d mentally reviewed, 
but forgot most of the other
clips. Why? Studying new
information starts the brain’s
consolidation process, making 
memories more solid.

PROBIOTICS ARE
A BOON FOR BONES
Postmenopausal women are at 
risk for bone loss, but scientists 
at Emory University in Atlanta 
say probiotics can help. In an
animal study, mice that had
their ovaries removed (simu-
lating menopause) lost half of
their bone density in a month, 
but mice given the probiotic
Lactobacillus rhamnosusGG
twice a week had no change.
The authors say bad gut bac-
teria activate cells that cause
bone loss; probiotics counter
the effect. A brand with the
proven strain: Culturelle, $20,
drugstore.com.

HEALTHY
LIVING

News
YouCanUse

Phytonutrients in aloe
veranourishburned skin
andease inflammation to
speedhealing. Breakopen
analoe leaf and apply the
gel to red spots twice daily
or use a store-bought gel.

FOR SUNBURN

Chemically treatedwater
strips skin of natural oils,
leading to itching and
dryness. AnaturalRx:

Rub coconut oil into skin
post-swim.Theoil’s fatty

acids rehydrate.

FOR CHLORINE ITCH

Post-Swim Health Heroes

Add3tbsp.ofhoneyto
2cupsofwater,dipacloth
inandholdonclosedeyes
for2minutes.Compounds
inhoneysootheinflamma-
tionoftheeyetissuecaused
bysaltwaterorchlorine.

FOR IRRITATED EYES

ENERGIZE!
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Relax!

Looking at fresh-picked
garden flowers is the perfect
way to de-stress — and this
summery display delivers
peace beautifully

WHAT’S NEW
Florists are capturing the ahh feel
of summer by updating the clas-
sic monochromatic bouquet with
complex layers of color (shades of
white) and shape (lacy hydrangeas,
round roses, ruffled zinnias and
starburst dahlias). “Here, adding a
few hints of green allows the whites
to really pop,” says floral designer
Gemma Lewis. “And varied petal
formations add textural depth.”

HAPPY HOME
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BRINGS ON CALM

GET THE LOOK
Fill a 5" ceramic crock halfway with
water, then cut 8 each white roses,
zinnias, dahlias and hydrangeas to
8 inches. (The white-green hydran-
geas shown were cut from imma-
ture blooms.) Add the hydrangeas
to the vase first, spacing evenly.
Next, insert the zinnias, dahlias and
roses, alternating varieties to form
a relaxed dome. Fill in any gaps
with leafy greenery.

FLORIST’S SECRET
Delicate white flowers tend to 
need protection from the sum-
mer sun and heat. To keep petals 
pristine and pure white for up to 
a week, mist the bouquet with 
lemon juice, which slows the 
browning process. To do: Combine 
equal amounts of water and lemon 
juice in a spray bottle, spritz the 
petals and let air-dry. Repeat daily, 
changing out the water as needed.

Green & White
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Never miss an issue!
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THE HO AMILY
Whatever happened to the cast of...

READERS ASK CLOSER

CLOSER TO YOU

While writer Ernest Lehman
originally had a “Frank Sinatra–

type singer” in mind for the leading
man, director Alfred Hitchcock’s
only thought was to cast Cary Grant
in that role.

“Surf City,” here we come!
“Wipeout,” “Pipeline” and

“Surfin U.S.A.” came close, but
Jan & Dean reached the top spot
on July 20, 1963, with their single,
penned by Beach Boy Brian Wilson. 

Q I heard Frank Sinatra was 
supposed to star in North 

by Northwest. Is that true?

QHey, what was the first surf 
song to hit No. 1? 

Whether it was called Valerie, 
Valerie’s Family or The Hogan 
Family, the show provided plenty 
of laughs from March 1, 1986, to 
July 20, 1991.

Jason Bateman
Eldest son David may 

have had trouble 
growing up, but not 
more than Jason, 

47. “It was like Risky 
Business for 10 years,” 

he said about his 
partying ways after 

the show. But his 
arrested development 
ended with, well, TV’s 

Arrested Development, 
which led to pics like 
Juno, Horrible Bosses 

and Identity Thief. 

Sandy Duncan
While Mike’s sister 
Sandy moved into 
the Hogan house 
to help raise her 
nephews, three-

time Tony nominee 
Sandy, 70, found her 

home back in the 
theater. She starred 

in productions of 
Chicago, Driving Miss 
Daisy, The King and I 
and most recently in 
Broadway’s Finding 

Neverland.

Josh Taylor
Dad Mike took off 
to different places 
as a pilot, and Josh, 
72, had a stopover 
as Luke Perry’s dad 

on 90210 before 
landing in a familiar 
destination — Days 

of Our Lives. He 
followed up his stint 
as Chris Kositchek 

from 1977 to ’87 with 
his role as Roman 
Brady, whom he’s 
played since 1997. 
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Relax!

BEST DAY of my life/Dec. 19, 2003

 Jane Leeves   

“The day my son
was bo

IT’S A BOY! 
When she gave birth to 
Finn William Leeves 
Coben, recalls Jane 
Leeves, “I had this 
feeling of peace come 
over me, like nothing 
can hurt me now.” The 
Frasier actress had a 
daughter, Isabella, with
TV exec Marshall 
Coben in 2001. But on 
that Friday in 2003, six 
days before Christmas, 
she thought, “My life 
is perfect. I have a girl 
and a boy — and they’re 
both healthy — and a 
fantastic husband,” says
Jane. “That continues to
be the case.” 

Parenting 
teenagers 
“is never 
boring,” 
says Jane. 

Jane co-starred on 
Frasier from 1993

to 2004.

Danny Ponce
Between the Hogan 

twins, Willie and Mark, 
Willie would always 

be called the reckless 
one. Yet no one 

would ever say that 
of Danny, 43, who 

got married, had two 
kids and continued 
to work in the pics 

Man of the Year and 
The Black Dahlia and 
on TV’s Scrubs and 
It’s Always Sunny 
in Philadelphia.

Jeremy Licht
Just like brainy 

brother Mark, Jeremy,
45, showed he had 
a head for facts and
figures. He went on 
to study finance at 
USC and worked at 
Merrill Lynch before

founding his own 
insurance, investing

and financial planning
company, JL Capital
Management. “I not
only love what I do, 

but I love what I did.”

Valerie Harper
A contract dispute got her 
written off as mom Valerie 

after season three, but 
Valerie, 76, fit right in with 
the theater, earning a Tony 
nod for Looped, as well as 

doing the TV-movie reunion 
Mary and Rhoda and Dancing 

With the Stars. 
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It Happened 
This Week

TOUCHDOWN: Apollo 11
The Eagle has landed! On 
July 20, 1969, astronauts Neil 
Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin 
take one giant leap for mankind 
when they become, respectively, 
the first and second men to ever 
set foot on the moon. 

PUBLISHED
The Catcher 
in the Rye 
J.D. Salinger 
contradicts 
character 
Holden 
Caulfield’s 
belief that 
“people 
never notice 
anything” 
when his 
novel hits 
shelves on 
July 16, 1951.

CAUGHT: Jeffrey 
n July 22, 
ice arrest 
erial killer 
ilwaukee 
ent. He is 
entenced 
nsecutive 
entences 
and killed 

 a fellow 
nmate on 

Nov. 28,
1994.

61
YEARS AGO

Answers: Diane Lane, Kenny Rogers

•  I’m known as an outsider in Hollywood, 
even after making nearly 50 films.

•  It’s true I turned down Pretty Woman. 
But I’ve still starred with Richard Gere 
more times than Julia Roberts.

•  No joshing. I used to be Barbra
Streisand’s daughter-in-law.

A. Rosanna Arquette B. Diane Lane      
C. Julianne Moore

•  The first edition of my 
career began with a 
doo-wop single.

•  My ’82 big-screen 
debut with the lady 
above didn’t exactly 
pack them in.

•  You’ve got to know 
when to fold ’em. 
That’s why I’ve said 
my current tour is
going to be my last.

A. Kris Kristofferson B. Willie Nelson      
C. Kenny Rogers

WHO AM I?

CLOSER TO YOU

“My Hunter could be in a modern
family with Jesse Tyler Ferguson!

— Maria, Freehold,

My Kid Looks Like..

“To all who come to this
happy place: Welcome.” On 
July 17, 1955, Walt Disney greets 
70 million TV viewers as he cuts 
the ribbon to his theme park 
in Anaheim, Calif. Now don’t 
Mickey Mouse around trying 
to answer these questions.

 1  Who helped Walt co-host 
the opening ceremonies, 
which aired live on ABC?
A Bob Cummings
B Art Linkletter
C Ronald Reagan

 2  Of the 11 royal ladies 
from the Disney Princess 
franchise, whose castle is the 
centerpiece of the park?
A Cinderella
B Sleeping Beauty 
C Snow White

DISNEYLAND

OPENS

Oh, boy! More than 
650 million guests have 
reportedly visited the 
Happiest Place on Earth. 

65
YEARS AGO

47
YEARS AGO

25
YEARS AGO
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Relax!

A Special
Family
Reunion!
When the Templeton 
family’s Fort Worth, Texas, 
home was burglarized, 
they lost more than just 
possessions; they lost 
their dog, Petey. “The 
suspects went into their 
house and stole a bunch 
of stuff — electronics and 
jewelry — and the dog,”
Officer Daniel Segura
explained. But a pawn
shop helped identify
the suspects, and when
the police showed up,
they found more stolen
goods and the missing
pup! “We just thought it
was incredible detective

“I walked out
and saw his head
poke out from
the police car!”

—JuliaTempleton

A 9-year-old girl who was born without a hand 
received the ultimate gift — a prosthetic hand that 
looks like something out of her favorite movie, 
Frozen. Karissa Mitchell identifies with the Disney 
film “because she knows what it’s like to be different 
from everyone else,” says her mom, Maria. A group 
of students from Siena College in Loudonville, N.Y., 
designed the sparking blue prosthesis for her with a 
3D printer. “It feels like I have a real hand!” exclaimed 
Karissa, who called her new extremity “awesome.”

Fit for a Princess

When Alissa Bousquet
arrived for her final 
round of chemotherapy, 
she was shocked to be 
presented with roses 
— 500 of them! “She has 
amazed me with her 
strength, courage and 
positive attitude,” says 
her husband, Brad, 
who collaborated with 

a local Oakland, Neb., 
florist to sell the roses 
for $10 each and donate 
the proceeds to the 
Susan G. Komen 
foundation for breast 
cancer research in Alissa’s 
name. With the help 
of friends who spread 
the word, they raised 
$4,500 for the cause.

Coming Up Roses

�  ACTS OF GENEROSITY

 KINDNESS MATTERS

 CLOSER TO THE HEART

 EVERYDAY HEROES

work for something 
that could have been a 
pretty minor incident 
but was important 
to us,” said a grateful 
Julia Templeton. “They 
really didn’t give up 
and tracked down the 
people who did this to 
return our dog.”

3 What opening day
attraction is actually older
than the park itself, having
been built back in 1922?
A King Arthur Carrousel
B Mark Twain Riverboat
C Mr. Toad’s Wild Ride

4 Today there are six Disney
theme parks worldwide.
Which of them does not have
a version of Frontierland?
A Hong Kong
B Shanghai
C Tokyo

5  Which Hollywood star 
got started as a Disneyland 
cast member, playing Alice in 
Wonderland?
A Annette Bening
B Michelle Pfeiffer
C Sharon Stone

Answers: 1: A, B, C; 2: B; 3: A; 4: B; 5: B
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The Fort Worth police officers 
surprised the Templeton 
family by finding Petey.
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Medium

813769425

246581793

759324186

368297514

971645238

425138679

192856347

634972851

587413962

Hard

789253461

432168795

156794823

971385246

263479518

845621379

327516984

518942637

694837152

817342569

542986317

693157482

369218754

751493826

428765931

235674198

984521673

176839245

Expert

SPOTTHE
DIFFERENCE
1.Womanonleft

nowhasglasses.
2.Whoopihasmore

hair.
3.Whoopi’sleg

longer.
4.Redseatinfront

ofWhoopigone.
5.Tieofmaninfront

noworange
6.Beardedmannow

hasbowtie.
7.Necklaceof

womaninback
rowgone.

8.Jimmy’sshirtcuf
vanished.

9.StripesonJim-
my’stiemissing.

10.Shirtonright
nowgreen.

CRYPTOGRAM
“Ourprimarypurposeinthislifeistohelpothers.Andifyou
can’thelpthem,atleastdon’thurtthem.”

SUDOKU

CROSSWORDBONUSCROSSWORD

WORDSCRAMBLE
ANSWER:
EugeneLevy

WORDSEARCH:UndertheSea

SGGTCWYGTDWSDIUQSPME

SBCUMPSAIINUNCTALSRF

QLDTNNHEWHLCEKOCZRTA

CFZFILYECONCHCNPSDPL

GLDYPWPPFJAYVUHEIGAC

RTFFSYMYSLXVSVACEPJF

QYGEAXAIIXYUBVLYWKYR

VREHRLTGSTUYLGJEEAAJ

FEBQUCWCXROCWEDXJAIB

WXKDMBARRACUDAISOQYK

ZBURESPLNAVYPKPOONKC

KEYSHPYBKUYKKQBJWPBL

JLAOBGRYUAONCRBQNGJI
OESUPOTCOKNSEALCZAAJ

BUUTRKGLLHNYYVTAIHKB

SamuelL.Jackson

JohnTravolta

MichellePfeiffer

BLOCKBUSTERS

MaedToTheMob rri

Unbble ka rea

Cooy banwb Ur

THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE SOLUTIONS

WEEK OF JULY 18 – 24

As a breakout
star in the 1997

filmSelena

HOROSCOPES
Jennifer Lopez 

turns 47 July 24!
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Cancer
JUNE 22 – JULY 22 
A chance to have your cake and eat it, too, opens 
up this week. Be careful not to compromise what 
you want most for what you want now. 

Leo
JULY 23 – AUG. 22
The planets are infusing a burst of energy into 
you at the moment. Propel yourself to new 
heights and knock down anything in the way. 

Virgo
AUG. 23 – SEPT. 22
The solution to a nagging problem is right 
under your nose. Keep in mind that two heads 
are better than one to get the job done. 

Libra
SEPT. 23 – OCT. 22
A planetary combo packs a powerful punch in 
your tech zone. It’s time to get plugged in — 
you don’t want to miss the boat!

Scorpio
OCT. 23 – NOV. 21
A proactive approach turns business into 
pleasure, but don’t get complacent. Be sure to 
review recent contracts for neglected details. 

Sagittarius
NOV. 22 – DEC. 21
You’ll feel the lure of faraway places this week, 
Sag. Putting an adventurous spin on a last-
minute jaunt stirs up romance to boot.

Capricorn
DEC. 22 – JAN. 19
You’re in for quite a ride, Cap! The sun brings 
palpable chemistry between you and someone 
special to brighten up the darkest of days. 

Aquarius
JAN. 20 – FEB. 18
If you’ve been stuck in a rut lately, try taking a 
calculated risk. Harmony greets you at every 
opportunity and disagreements will be minimal.

Pisces
FEB. 19 – MARCH 20
Be ready to back up your decisions as criticism 
comes your way this week. People will respect 
your integrity and help turn the tide your way. 

Aries
MARCH 21 – APRIL 19
Actions speak louder than words, Aries. What 
you do now for others puts wheels in motion 
and steers you to an of er you can’t refuse. 

Taurus
APRIL 20 – MAY 20
A heavenly focus ignites your love 
life, Taurus. Exchange gaga glances 
and fl oat away to cloud nine!

Gemini
MAY 21 – JUNE 21
You’re in the know and hot 
property, Gem! Your insight brings 
about a bounty and save the day.



EXCLUSIVE

INTERVIEW

HEART to heart

M
arkyourcalendars,
or tieayellowribbon
roundanol’ oak tree
to remindyou:Aftera
solo tour inJuly,Tony
Orlando is reuniting

withTelmaHopkinsandJoyceVincent to
performasTonyOrlando&Dawninconcert
thisAugust! “If it evolves intosomething
special,maybewecan findaresidency in
Vegas likemygood friendsMarieandDonny
Osmond,”Tony, 72, tellsCloser. It’s ahappy
newchapter in theonce-troubled lifeofone
ofAmerica’smostenduringentertainers.

The singer talks family, overcoming
tragedy and reunitingwith old friends

GLORIOUS
JOURNEY’

‘I’ve Had a

The former teenstar
fromNYCscored threehits
in 1961 (“It’sbeena55-year run!”
Tonysaysproudly)before teaming
withTelmaandJoyceonmany
more,plusablockbustervariety
showfrom1974to1977,Tony
Orlando&Dawn.Henearly
lost it all afteraperfect storm
of tragedies, leading toaself-
described“breakdown.”Butashe
embarksonthis reunionwith the
supportofhiswifeandtwokids, it’s a
newdawnforTony. —GreggGoldstein

TONY ORLANDO

With son Jon, 46,
daughter Jenny, 24,
and wife Francine,
59, at the premiere

of his 2012 film
That’sMyBoy

Telma, Tony 
and Joyce 
(from left) 

had two 
platinum and 

three gold 
albums in the 
’70s as Tony 

Orlando 
& Dawn.
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HEART to heart
Congrats on the reunion! How did it all 
come together?
I got a call from the casino where I do my 
Christmas show, asking, “Could we talk you 
into having Dawn work here?” Fortunately, 
even though we broke up after that 1970–’78 
period, we stayed friends and always rooted 
for each other. Telma and Joyce said they’d 
love to do it, but Telma is doing another TV 
pilot, so I said, “Do you want us for two days?”
They said, “Are you kidding me?” [Laughs]

What can fans expect?
We used to only do our No. 1 hits [like 
“Knock Three Times”] and interpret other 
artists’ songs. Now I’d like to do album cuts 
to thank our fans. 

When was your last project with Dawn?
We came together for [the 2005 CD] 
A Christmas Reunion, and it was as if we never 
did not sing together. Telma and Joyce are 
so brilliant at harmonizing — they recorded 
“I Heard It Through the Grapevine” with 
Marvin Gaye, all of the Four Tops records… 
they were the best in the business. When we 
work together, I sing better.

If things were so perfect with them, why 
did you break up?
I lost my sister, Rhonda, who had cerebral 
palsy and was the love of my life. I lost my 
grandfather, who raised me like I was his 
son. Then I lost Freddie Prinze [from a self-
inflicted gunshot wound]. He died right in 

OLD PALS
Telma joined Tony at 
a 2014 LA concert, 
a mini-preview of 
this year’s reunion. 
“We look back on 
the mid-’70s like a 
magic carpet ride!” 
he tells Closer.

front of my eyes at the UCLA 
Medical Center. I just broke 
down. I had about a year of 
using cocaine. 

Did you get hooked?
I was never addicted, but 
when you quit cocaine, cigarettes and 
coffee at the same time like I did, you crash. 
I quit the business and unfortunately left 
Telma and Joyce hanging. But the smartest 
thing I ever did was to recuperate.  

What reaction did Telma and Joyce have? 
I think they were a bit hurt or angry. It was 
hard to realize why we broke up. I was the 
one who destroyed himself. I don’t want 
to give the impression that they weren’t 
supportive — they were confused, and 
rightly so. But it turned out to be the best 
thing to happen to them, because Telma 
went on to do Gimme a Break! and Family 
Matters. Joyce did the Christian music she 
loved, commercials and went on the road 
as a Supreme for many years. It all worked 
out in their favor.

How did you re-establish yourself?
When I came out of my sabbatical in 1980, 
I had to prove to myself and to people that 
I was still able to work, so I did Barnum 
on Broadway [in 1981]. I knew that if I was 
successful in the show, no one would ever 
accuse me of not being able to work because 
of an addiction. 

THE BEST BUD He became “great friends” 
with Freddie Prinze in 1975, guested on 
Freddie’s show, Chico and the Man, in 1976, 
and was devastated by his 1977 suicide.
“I still love him,” he’s shared.

THE LITTLE
CROONER
Michael
Anthony
Orlando
Cassavitis
was born in
NYC in 1944
to a Greek
furrier dad and Puerto Rican mom.
“My childhood was [spent] singing 
doo-wop on street corners,” says 
Tony (seen above at age 5).

TEEN DREAM “I started at 16, 
and although I was turned down 
99 percent of the time, I was finally put 
in the studio with Carole King!” But 
despite hits like her song “Halfway to 
Paradise,” after the British Invasion, 
Tony “couldn’t get a record played.” 

YELLOW
RIBBON
FEVER
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And how did you win Telma and Joyce’s 
trust back? 
We talked. We started from ground zero. 
In 1988, we did a reunion tour, but it was 
too close to our ’70s days. We’re going out 
now and enjoying it, finally, after all of these 
years, in a happy way. 

That’s great! How’s life for you now?
My wife, Francine, and I have been married 
26 wonderful years. Our daughter, Jenny 
Rose, is not only gorgeous like her mother, 
she has a heart of gold. I have my pride — my 
son, Jon [from my first marriage], and my joy 
— Jenny. They are best friends and have such 
love for each other. Jon is in LA, on the cusp 
of doing big work creating apps and making 
motion pictures. Jenny lives here in Branson 
[Mo.] with us and works on all of my social 
media. She’s brilliant. 

What’s up next for you?
I’m writing a memoir called What a Life. And 
no matter how rich or old I am, I want to 
go out performing for people. You know 
when you give your kids a gift on Christmas 
morning and they say, “Oh, we love you! 
Thank you!” That’s what you feel as a 
performer when an audience applauds. 
It’s like Christmas morning every time. 

You still feel that way after 55 years?
Oh, more so now than ever. I’ve had a glorious 
journey!                        — Reporting by Ilyssa Panitz
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“I love being 72! I 
gained strength 

at age 45 and 
wouldn’t want to 
be 20 for all the 

money in China!”

THE STAR For his film debut, a cameo 
in 1976’s A Star Is Born with Barbra 
Streisand, Kris Kristofferson and Rita 
Coolidge, he was paid with “a mustache 
cup! A little cup with an opening so you 
don’t get milk on your mustache.”

THE FRONT MAN Tony will join
Dawn for their To Be With You 
Again reunion in Bethlehem, 
Pa., on Aug. 10 and 11, plus 
a private Aug. 14 show in 
Connecticut. “People still yell, 
‘How’s Dawn?’” Tony shares. 
“It was nice that we made some 
kind of an impact on America.”

THE CUTUP “I did a movie with Adam Sandler 
called That’s My Boy where I said, ‘Wazzup?’ which 
created a whole other fan base. Now, when I walk 
through the airport, the fans say, ‘Wazzup?’”
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LOVENOTES

Barbra Streisand & James Brolin

Celebrate
18 Years of
Marriage

THISWEEK’S NEWS ON AFFAIRS OF THE HEART

thought
knew

t loving
ike, and
uddenly
ize you

no idea.”
James 

“We swoon 
every single 

day,” says 
James. “We’re 
always saying, 

‘How did 
we get so 
lucky?’”

B
arbra Streisand and 
James Brolin feted
their 18th annive
on July 1 — and th
appreciate what t

have built together more and m
with each passing year. “Every
of them has been great,” James
gushes to Closer. But the happil
in-love couple’s wedding date 
always conjures up more than 
special memories of their big da
It also officially marks the seco
anniversary of the night of thei
dinner date, in 1996, when they
until 3 a.m. “He charmed me wh
he was courting me,” Barbra, 74
said of James, who’s been knock
her socks off ever since! “Every
is a new adventure,” he observe
with his Barbra. “Sleeping is a w
of time. I can’t wait to see her ag
th i ”

Barbra and 
James on their 

wedding day 
in 1998
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MARTINA MCBRIDE just released her new album, 
Reckless, but the country star is also busy singing 
the praises of her studio engineer spouse, John. “He 
is really smart, really funny, and he’s always up for 
anything,” she tells Closer. “I honestly feel as if we’re 
newlyweds and yet we’ve been together for over 
28 years.” Though Martina, 49, recommends “choosing 
the right person” as a key to lasting love, she can’t help 
giving credi f “I j ll l k ”

Always in Tune

 Martina & John McBride 

IT’S STILL fireworks between George Clooney and his 
wife, Amal, after almost two years of marriage! Though 
the couple were far from America, they got to enjoy a 
spectacular Fourth of July evening together watching 
the night light up near their villa on Lake Como in Italy. 
“I’ve never been happier in a relationship by any stretch 
of the imagination,” George, 55, reveals of his profound 
affection for 38-year-old Amal. “I found the love of my 
life, and I’m really happy.” 

Have a Blast on the Fourth

 George & Amal Clooney 
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“We can really depend 
on one another,” 
Martina tells Closer.

George and Amal 
married in Venice, 

Italy, in 2014.

SAVE 
-  $5 OFF   -

PROMO CODE:

CLOSER2016
www.newnordicusa.com

Healthy and 
beautiful hair

Advertisement

HAIR
CARE
IN A

TABLET

YOUR HAIR TABLET

Hair VolumeTM is a Swedish 

best-selling supplement 

which contains apple extract 

with a naturally derived 

ingredient called procyanidin 

B2. One tablet a day is all 

you need as part of your 

daily beauty routine.

Now available at participating pharmac

For more info or to buy directly, please c

Hair VolumeTM is a best-selling Scandinavian 
supplement, designed to nourish your hair 
follicles with vital nutrients. Try Hair Volume 
today or check the rave reviews it is getting 
online. 
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SUPPORTS HEALTHY HAIR

CONTAINS APPLE EXTRACT WITH PROCYANIDIN B2

CONTAINS BIOTIN AND MILLET

IS EASY TO USE – JUST ONE TABLET A DAY

HIGH SATISFACTION RANKING*

*Source: www.amazon.com as of 1.1.2016. These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug 
Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. Always read the label 

and follow the instructions prior to use.

At select:

ONLINE SHOP
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I
n a darkened bedroom, a woman is 
awakened by an insistent tapping at 
her window. She screams as a bat flies 
toward her before transforming into 
an elegant man with sad eyes. 

This was the kind of scene that made 
viewers swoon for Jonathan Frid, a Royal Acad-
emy of Dramatic Art alumnus who, at age 42, be-
came an unexpected heartthrob on the Gothic 
soap opera Dark Shadows, playing the 175-year-
old vampire Barnabas Collins. The saga aired
daily from 1966 to 1971 at 4 p.m., attracting stu-
dents and office workers as well as housewives
with its timeless story lines — often taken from
highbrow sources like Edgar Allan Poe, Charles
Dickens and Greek mythology — about the
cursed Collins family.

As the series celebrates its 50th anniversa-
ry, Closer tracked down three cast members
to share their memories. “Our show was sheer
pretend,” says David Selby, who played Quentin
Collins. “It was a great escape from reality at a
time when so many bad things, like the assassi-
nation of Bobby Kennedy, were happening.”

A main draw was Jonathan’s antihero, a
tragic vampire pining for his lost love. “The
audience forgave him for being a vampire,
and women were drawn to him,” remembers
Lara Parker, who played the witch Angelique.
“He had a wonderful deep baritone voice and
a presence that was powerful and magnetic.”

Remarkably, Jonathan, who passed away in
2012 shortly after filming a cameo in the Tim
Burton Dark Shadows reboot, nearly gave up on
acting. “He was ready to chuck his career and
become an acting teacher when he auditioned,”

recalls Kathryn Leigh Scott, who played his love 
interest Maggie Evans. “The show changed his 
life completely.” He wasn’t the only one. With 
nearly 10 million viewers tuning in to Dark 
Shadows at its 1969 peak, all the actors had to 
deal with sudden popularity. “I would go pick 
my kids up from school,” recalls Lara, the show’s 
villain. “And the other kids would see me and 
scream and run!” 

But the cast had very little time to enjoy fame 
— they were too busy filming five episodes a
week. “We were working very quickly, with no
editing,” says Kathryn. When someone forgot a
line or a fake tombstone fell over, the tape didn’t
stop — creating some unintentionally hilarious
bloopers. “A fly would land on your nose,” re-
calls Lara. “Or someone would call somebody
by the wrong name or a picture would fall off
the wall.” The actors also occasionally played
pranks on each other, hoping to make someone
break character. “We’d put rude notes in draw-
ers,” says Kathryn. “You’d open a drawer, and
try to go on without laughing ”

Yet, fans, then as now, lo
Shadows because it told u
sal stories of love, loss and
bonds of family. “We playe
those scenes as if they were
real; we never camped it
up,” explains Lara. “Dark
Shadows had a tone that
was very unique and I
don’t think it has ever
been recaptured.”

— Louise A. Barile, with
reporting by Ilyssa Panitz

DARK
SHADOWS

THIS HAUNTING DRAMA 

BROUGHT A DOSE OF 

SPINE-TINGLING ROMANCE 

TO DAYTIME TV

Remembering
LOOK BACK

50th
ANNIVERSARY

“He was a 
very down-

to-earth, 
warm, funny 
man,” says 
Kathryn of 
Jonathan.
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“It’s not horror, 
it’s Gothic 

romance — 
intense and 
mysterious.”

— Lara Parker

In 2012,
the actors
appeared
in cameos

in Tim
Burton’s

spoofDark
Shadows.

Dark Shadows has attracted a new generation
of fans on DVD, and its stars are thrilled. “It is so 
delightful and unexpected,” says David, whose 
friendships with his co-stars have also withstood the 
test of time. Kathryn, a writer who recently published 
Last Dance at the Savoy, agrees. “It feels wonderful to 
talk about something that was so innovative then.” 
Adds Lara, “We’ve come to appreciate that people 
from all walks of life love it. It’s been extraordinary.” 
Her fourth novel based on the series, The Heiress of 
Collinwood, will be out in November.

A PROUD LEGACY AND 

ENDURIN IPS

Lara as 
Angelique 

David as 
Quentin

Kathryn as
Maggie
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COUPLES UPDATE

CHRISTIE BRINKLEY &

JOHN MELLENCAMP

THE SUNNY SUPERMODEL AND THE GRUFF ROCKER

SHARE THE MOST IMPORTANT THING — LOVE

UNLIKELY 
ROMANCE When John first 

asked for Christie’s 
number, she says, 
“I was surprised!”

Inside Their
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I
t’s a little ditty about Chris-
tie and John. Since former 
supermodel Christie Brin-
kley and rocker John Mel-
lencamp started dating last 
August, they’ve been spot-

ted canoodling in cozy restaurants, 
kissing on the streets of Manhat-
tan and gazing longingly into each 
other’s eyes at John’s sprawling va-
cation home in Daufuskie Island, 
S.C. “Christie and John are like two 
high schoolers in love,” an insider 
tells Closer. “Even though she’s 62 
and he’s 64, they act like teenagers.”

Their red-hot romance is as un-
likely as it is passionate, pals say. 
Both John and Christie have been 
disappointed by past relation-
ships, and “Christie wasn’t look-
ing for love when they got together,” 
shares a friend. The 
all-American beau-
ty also wasn’t sure 
she had much in com-
mon with the rug-
ged Midwesterner, 
whom she’d first met 
years earlier. On their 
first date, “I thought, 
Oh my gosh, we’re 
rea l ly opposites,” 
Christie recently re-
vealed. “He’s kind 
of a throwback, like 
a silent cowboy.” Yet she and John 
have discovered how much they 

mmon.
one thing , they 
 k now relation-

ps aren’t easy. Even 
houg h Chr istie’s 
been divorced four 

times and John 
t h r e e ,  t h e y ’ r e 
still w illing to 
take a chance on 
love. “It took a 

lot for Christie to 
open up her heart 
ga i n,” say s t he 
end. “But John’s 
kind of guy who 
ake a girl do that.” 
stie is content to let 

things play out slowly. “We’re just 
trying to enjoy each other and try 
not to put too much [pressure] on 
it,” Christie recently said.

MAKING IT WORK
Coordinating their busy sched-
ules isn’t easy, but the couple spend 
time together, both at John’s house 
in Bloomington, Ind., and during 
romantic meet-ups in Manhattan, 
near Christie’s Long Island, N.Y., 
home base. “That’s what’s made 
their relationship work beautifully 
so far,” says an insider. “They’re on 
the same page as far as ‘We love each 
other and we’re friends — let’s see 
where this takes us.’ ”

Could it eventually take them 
down the aisle? “John is the marry-
ing type,” says the insider. “He’s a 

hopeless romantic 
who believes mar-
riage is the finish 
line, the happy end-
ing to a romance.” 
And while he comes 
from a “working-
class, plain-spo-
ken” background 
like Christie’s most 
fa mou s ex ,  Bi l-
ly Joel, “She sees a 
sensitivity in John 
t h at  w a s  m i s s -

ing in her marriage to Billy,” says 
the friend. The insider adds, “She 
says she feels like the most impor-
tant woman in the world when she’s 
around John, and it has nothing to 
do with her fame.” 

In fact, adds the confidante, 
“They don’t talk shop much. They 
talk about their childhoods, their 
experiences around the world, their 
children. They are a pretty normal 
couple in that way.” 

Make that a pretty happy couple. 
“I don’t think Christie could have an-
ticipated having such a meaningful, 
wonderful relationship with some-
one she’s known for a long time and 
admired so,” the friend tells Closer. 
“She feels very blessed because of it.”  

— Deborah Skolnik

NOT SO DIFFERENT

AF

“There’s 
something 
nice about 
being the 

same age.”
— Christie

FAMILY
FIRST
Both Christie an
John — who has
five kids and six
grandchildren 
— make family 
a priority.

ART “It’s great to [work] side by side,” 
says Christie, who shares a love of oil 
painting with John.

BUSINESS Christie is launching a new 
line of prosecco, Bellissima, and after 
playing Farm Aid in September, John will 
continue his Plain Spoken tour.
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With kids 
Alexa, 30, 
Jack, 21, and 
Sailor, 18 

John with 
granddaughter 

Slate in April
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The c d
LA house into something out of a fairy tale ByGREGGGOLDSTEIN

EXCLUSIVE

CLOSER to home

PHOTOGRAPHY BY CAROLINE GREYSHOCK

P
aul Dooley always wanted a home 
“that reminded me of my childhood, 
like a farmhouse with a big front 
porch,” says the actor, 88, best known 
for his paternal roles in Sixteen
Candles and Breaking Away. “But 
when my wife and I saw this place 

27 years ago, we just loved it, inside and out.”
There’s lots to love about this adorable three-

bedroom, two-bath, 2,412-square-foot house in 
LA’s San Fernando Valley. “It was so charming,” he 
shares, noting the Tudor-style exterior. “It looked 
like Snow White’s cottage!” 

But Paul has since added a few fairy-tale touches to 
the home, inspired by another classic, The Wizard of Oz. 
That’s because Paul’s wife of 32 years, Emmy-winning 
screenwriter Winnie Holzman, 62, adapted Oz into 
the long-running 2003 Broadway musical Wicked.  

ACharming
PAUL DOOLEY
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“I don’t have a 
green thumb, 

but I do like 
puttering 

around the 
garden. It’s 

relaxing.”

“We keep the pool
heated so we can

skinny dip, but
only after dark so
no one can see!”
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Their home is so 
lovely that “A lot of 
people stop by and 
ask us if we want to 

sell!” says Paul.

“She had something so 
special,” Paul says of Molly 
Ringwald in 1984’s classic 

Sixteen Candles.
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“I designed 
the family 

room’s fireplace to 
incorporate scenes from

TheWizardofOz,” Paul reveals. Nearby, 
there’s a replica of the Wizard, a broom plus 
a Tin Man given to them by a friend. “He was 
supposed to be outside — but we liked him so 
much, we couldn’t do it!” he laughs.

And yes, Paul even created a familiar path 
for guests to follow. “We were changing the 
shape of the pool to something with curves — 
another thing I designed — and to get around 
the Jacuzzi, we needed a crooked path,” he 
explains. “So I thought, Why not make a 
yellow brick road?”

Paul is especially pleased with the changes 
he made to the home’s spacious, stunning 
yard. “I made a showcase of the landscaping 
in the front yard and added the fence — I’m 
really proud of that,” he shares. “I treat the 
garden like an English garden. We plant things 
once a month to attract hummingbirds and 
butterflies, as my wife loves them.” So do his 

“A set
designer

friend gave
the kitchen

an old,
Tuscan look,”

says Paul.

“For the holidays 
and big family 
gatherings, we’ll 
add leaves to the 
dining room table 
so it’s huge,” says 
Paul. 

CLOSER to home “Once you 
begin to decorate 
a house, it just 
becomes home,” 
says Paul (with a 
pal’s illustrations
for his show 
Ask Milo).

Paul redesigned the 
home’s colorful fireplace 

because “the old one 
was boring.”
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four adult kids (Robin, Peter and Adam from
his first marriage and daughter Savannah with
Winnie) and his grandchildren. “They like
to come over to swim in the summer,” shares
Paul, who co-created the classic 1970s kids’
showThe Electric Company.

But his artistic sensibilities extend beyond
his performing credits — which include
many films, a recent one-man show (Upright
and Personal) and the animated series he’s
currently developing, Ask Milo. In fact,
Paul designed the gorgeous stained-glass
windows featured in the Tuscan-style family
room. Paul tells Closer proudly, “There ar
lights outside at night, so it’s like an ever-
changing art piece.”

The actor gets his knack for craftsmans
from his father, who, in 1929, built the red
bench that lived on Paul’s childhood hom
porch, and which is now a special part of 
Paul and Winnie’s house. “My father was
wonderful carpenter,” he shares. “I still fe
my dad with me when I sit on it to read. 
It’s special.” — Reporting by Steve Gidlow

Robin Williams 

When Paul played Wimpy in 1980’s Popeye 
(with Shelley Duvall), Robin “was our court 
jester, an amazing, constant entertainer. He 
even hosted a variety show the cast put on.”

PA FE

Julia 

Roberts

“I take being a 
father too literally 
and if she missed a 
line, I’d tell her to 
go to her room,” 
he jokes of his 1999 
Runaway Bride 
co-star. “I enjoyed 
working with her.”

Carol

Burnett

A Wedding
(1978) “was
one of my first
movies — I
got to play her
husband. I knew
her from before
and she was
wonderful.”
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“Winnie 
writes all 

over, but the 
office is her 

space, and she 
has the yellow 
brick road to 

get to it!”
— Paul (with Winnie)

John Travolta

“We didn’t have any scenes together in [the 
2007 musical] Hairspray, but he took this picture 
with me. He was such a drag!” Paul quips.  



Everything old is new
again! Joan’s shoulder-
baring style lives on in
today’s stars

F
rom the teeny bikinis she 
sported as a pinup model in the 
1950s to the glam shoulder- 
padded dresses she made 
famous in the 1980s, Dynasty 
diva Joan Collins has been 

dazzling us with her trendsetting style for 
decades. In fact, at 83 years old, the British 
actress is still making headlines with her 
fashion-forward ensembles. 

Now a signature Joan style from the 1960s 
is showing up on the streets of Hollywood: 
the sultry off-the-shoulder top. “The shoul-
ders never age, so it’s a nice peekaboo with-
out revealing your arms or too much skin,” 
says Cameron Silver, fashion director for 
QVC’s H by Halston. “It also keeps you cool 
when the temperatures rise.” Even better, 
choosing the best style for your body type is 
extra flattering. Take it from Joan herself: 
“Play up your best features and play down 
your not-so-good ones. That’s what the glam 
queens of Hollywood did!” 

TIMELESS STYLE

“If you have 

great shoulders, 

wear pieces 

that accentuate 

them,” said Joan 

Collins, pictured 

here in 1960.

OFF THE S

oulder-baring 
e highlights a 

oth décolletage 
the drapey 

c breezes over 
e chest and 
ulges in the 
and hip area. 

ming bonus? 
hing pants create 
umn-like effect 
makes the body 
ar statuesque.

hie Lee 

ord,62 
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An off-the-shoulder top draws the eye 
up to optically lift a medium-size bust. 
Opting for a top with ruffles at the hips 
and the sleeves backfires, though, since it 
adds width that makes the body appear 
bottom-heavy. Ruffles on the arms alone 
would better balance out the look.

A vertical ruffle across the chest plumps 
the look of a smaller bosom and covers 
arm jiggles. But tucking the billowy style 
into a flowy pleated skirt adds bulk to the 
belly and hips, making even the slimmest of 
frames seem heavier. A solid pencil skirt is 
a more flattering pairing.

 Keltie 
 Knight, 34 

 Olivia 
 Palermo, 30 

HOULDER IS BACK!
Get It for Less!

FOR A 
SMALL BUST

American 
Rag Off-the-

Shoulder 
Ruffled 

Chambray 
Top, $50, 

macys.com

FOR A LARGE BUST
 Pleione Off the Shoulder 

Blouse, $58, nordstrom.com

FOR A MEDIUM BUST 
ASOS Off The Shoulder Top with 

Ruffle Sleeve, $49, asos.com



FASHION WISDOM

Kate
Hudson, 37

BIRKENSTOC
3 STYLING 
TIPS

…you’ve had to have 
lived a little to know!

With Shorts
void Fussy Extras…
, Jessica. We know you’re a busy young 
man but your outfit doesn’t have to be! 
e bags and fringed kimono swallow up 
ur frame — plus they take the boho feel 
Birkenstocks a bit too far, creating a look 
t borders on costume. 

Jessica 
Alba, 35 

With
Loos
Tapered j
usually sl
they high
ankles, w
skinniest
body. Bu
the appro
with bulk
Julianna
hem mak
trimmer o
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…And Match Skin 
Once again, Heidi proves why she’s a style 
icon. The America’s Got Talent judge keeps 
her look simple with trim Daisy Dukes and an 
airy tank with a linear pattern that pulls focus 
down for a slimming effect. Even her Birks 
offer a perk: The skin-tone hue makes her 
legs look even longer in her short shorts.

With 
Skirts
Go Fitted
Take notes, 
Katharine: The 
Giada at Home host 
has the recipe to 
looking trim while 
wearing comfy 
Birks. The vertical 
lines on Giada’s 
button-up pencil 
skirt and T-strap 
thongs instantly 
elongate. 

 Katharine 
 McPhee, 32 

 Giada 
 De Laurentiis, 45 

 Heidi 
 Klum, 43 

Get the Look for Less!

White Mountain Horizon
White Glitter Sandal, $48,
whitemountainshoes.com  Faded Glory Women’s 

Cork Bottom Thong 
Sandal in Silver, $12, 

walmart.comSkechers Women’s  
Crunchy Nature 

Memory Foam Footbed 
Sandal in Brown, $60, 
famousfootwear.com
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WHAT’S HER SECRET?

YOUNGER IN SECONDS

G
ET
TY

(6
)

 At age 68 

 At age 54 

 At age 52 

 Susan Lucci 

Color That Tames Frizz
The Queen of Daytime TV transformed her dry, frizzy 
locks into sleek strands by lightening them, so we turned
to celebrity colorist Mike Petrizzi to find out how to 
achieve similar results. “Opt for a color formula infused 
with keratin peptides, which studies show strengthen 
weak strands, and vitamin E, which moisturizes the scalp
and hair,” he explains. “These ingredients absorb into 
the hair’s cuticle to counter the drying effects of dye 
while reversing previous damage.” Bonus? A shade 
with golden undertones reflects light onto the face for 
brighter-looking skin. 
One we like: AGEbeautiful Anti-Aging Permanent Liqui-
creme Haircolor with Vitamin E, $7, sallybeauty.com

 Angela Bassett 

A Foundation That Hydrates
Thanks to her even and glowing skin, the American Horror Story 
star looks younger at 57 than she did at 54! Celebrity makeup
artist Spencer Barnes, who has worked with Angie
Harmon and Brooke Burke-Charvet, says it’s 
possible to turn back the clock in an instant with a
gel-based foundation, the latest incarnation of BB
creams. The gel-based foundation conceals flaws
like age spots without settling into lines like heavier
formulas can. Plus, it hydrates thirsty skin with 
humectants like trehalose, a plant sugar with water
binding properties. 
One we like : bareMinerals Complexion Rescue 
Tinted Hydrating Gel Cream, $30, ulta.com

 Helen Hunt 

This Acid to Smooth Wrinkles
She may be an Oscar winner, but the actress struggles with
the same furrows we all do. Skin loses the ability to retain
moisture as we age and parched patches can intensify the
appearance of fi ne lines, explains Beverly Hills dermatologist
Tsippora Shainhouse, M.D., who recommends a serum 
containing hyaluronic acid. “A naturally occurring molecule
in our skin, this acid helps create the fresh, full, youthful 
look seen in children’s complexions. When applied 
topically, it attracts water to the skin’s surface, leaving it 
looking instantly dewier with fewer fi ne lines.” Simply 
apply twice a day for taut skin in under four weeks. 
One we like: L’Oreal Paris RevitaLift Daily Volumizing
Concentrated Serum, $25, drugstores



These ladies seem to be 
growing younger every year! 
Closer asked top pros why

 Now at 69 

 Now at 57 

 Now at 53 

HOPE!

Show Jesus
how much you
love Him
The 31-day devotional that will 
lead you out of worry into the 
comfort & safety of His presence

ROMA DOWNEY opens up 
about her challenges and  
the most “dangerous” prayer

A mother forgives the 
boy who murdered  
her daughter

Healed

Olym

Whole

Free

For fastest service, subscribe & gift at
www.simplegrace.com/subscribe

Fill out coupon and send to Simple Grace, P.O. Box 433310, Palm Coast, FL
32143-3310. Allow 8–10 weeks for delivery. For Canadian orders, add $12;
for foreign orders, add $24 postage per subscription, prepaid in U.S. funds.
Each 12 issue subscription costs $19.97 for U.S. orders.

My name

My address 

City     State        Zip 

Email (optional)

Check enclosed Bill me later  

K6CG30

YES! Send me 12 issues (1 year) 
for just $19.97

Please send me a risk-free issue of Simple Grace. If I am not satisfied, I will 
write “cancel” on my invoice or write to the address below within 45 days. 
Otherwise, I will receive 11 more issues (12 in total) for only $19.97.

ON SALE
NOW!

A safe place
oving
hearts

for

A Christian monthly magazine  
& daily devotional in one!
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Furry
Flashback

1949 
SHELLEY WINTERS 
keeps warm with 
a canine pal in Sun 
Valley, Idaho.“Likedifferentdog

breeds, [actors] have
different behavior 

types,” quips Liev, 48, 
here snuggled up with 

a photogenic pooch for 
the new August issue of 
Esquire. “I think my best 

quality and my worst 
quality is I’ll work until I 

can’t breathe,” the actor 
jokes. “Like a terrier.”

Spirit Animal

Liev Schreiber         

H
e’sthesweetestlittleguy,”Denise
AustingushestoCloserabout
hershihtzu-CotondeTulear
mix,BooBoo.“Helovestojust

curluponyourlapandnuzzlein!”Thefitness
guru,59,adoptedhercuddlycaninefroma
friendinWashington,D.C.,afterthelossofher
Portuguesewaterdog,Madonna,roughlysix
yearsago.“BooBoowasonly12weeksoldwhen
wegothim,”sherecalls.“Andmyfriendreally
wantedagoodfamilytohavehim.”Thislucky
littleguycouldn’thavefoundabetterone!
“NowhejustlovesithereinCalifornia,”says
Denise.“Helovestowalkalongthebeachand
reallyenjoysthepeople.”

Denise Austin Her precious shih tzu mix,
Boo Boo, is the perfect beach buddy!

CALIFORNIA
Dreamin’
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Disney’s 
Timeless Magic  

Cuckoo Clock

Shown much smaller than actual height of

20 inches (including pine cones). Requires

one “AA” and two “D” 

batteries, not included.

Product subject to change.

www.bradfordexchange.com/disneyclock

A Bradford Exchange 
Exclusive — Order Now!
Strong demand is expected for 
this enchanting limited edition 
overfl owing with charm and the 

Disney characters you love. Act now 
to acquire your Disney’s Timeless 
Magic Cuckoo Clock in six easy 

installments of $49.99 each, for a 
total of $299.95*. Your purchase 

is risk-free, backed by our 365-day 
money-back guarantee. To order, send 
no money now. But don’t wait, or you 

could miss out. Return the
Reservation Application today!

43 Disney characters on a 
castle-shaped clock that 

comes to life with LIGHT! 
MUSIC! and MOTION! 

�
Exceptional sculpting and 

amazing hand-painting 
capture every character’s 

unique charm

�
Precision timepiece is 

powered 
by an accurate quartz 

movement

On the hour, the castle windows 
light up, the characters on the 

second tier rotate and the clock 
plays the beloved tune, 

“A Dream is a 

Wish Your Heart 

Makes”

The 
entire 

second 
tier 

rotates!

Over

1½'
high!

©Disney
©2016 BGE  01-18682-001-BIPW

YES. Please reserve the Disney’s Timeless Magic
Cuckoo Clock for me as described in this announcement.
Limit: one per order. Please Respond Promptly

*Plus $29.99 shipping and service. Limited-edition presentation 
restricted to 295 casting days. Please allow 8-12 weeks
after initial payment for shipment. Sales subject to product 
availability and order acceptance. 

Mrs. Mr. Ms.
                                                         Name (Please Print Clearly)

Address

City

State                                  Zip

Email (optional)

 01-18682-001-E61741

9345 Milwaukee Avenue · Niles, IL 60714-1393

RESERVATION APPLICATION          SEND NO MONEY NOW



“I think people 
become more 

watchable 
after 30, when 

they have 
something 

between their 
ears.”

7
1991 ALL IN THE FAMILY “Growing 
up, I would pretend to be Morticia 
Addams,” confessed Anjelica of 

her part in The Addams Family. “I like [her]. 
I like playing witches. I like character parts. 
It’s a lot more fun and you don’t have to 
rely on being the taste of the moment.”

8
1999 IRISH EYE “Ireland is my 
milieu,” explained Anjelica about 
her decision to star in and direct 

the Dublin-based drama Agnes Browne.
“It was sort of natural. I was very
comfortable doing it with my background.
When I was young, I spent several years 
there; it’s a touchstone in my life.”

SHE WAS born into an ac ica Huston wasn’t a
born actor…which be her father, director

John Huston, cast her ithLoveandDeath.
“It was a debacle,” sh d began modeling,
since “It was a lovely thing that was like
acting, but where one didn’t necessarily get so criticized for

the job one did.” But following Dad and her grandfather Walter
proved tough for someone who thought, “Forward motion is

important.” After she became a star (as well as the third Huston
to win an Oscar), she liked how everything worked out. “I am

very happy with where I am now,” noted Anjelica, who turned
65 on July 8. “I don’t want to change anything.”

MY LIFE IN

    Pictures

ANJELICA HUSTON
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3
1986 BIG HONOR 
She won an Oscar 
for her dad’s film 

Prizzi’s Honor, but was 
surprised by her loved 
ones’ reaction. “I saw my 
father was crying and Jack 
was crying. I was dry as a 
bone. I thought, Wow.”

2
1973 JACK OF HEARTS “He taught me a 
lot about what I need,” she said of Jack 
Nicholson, whom she famously dated on 

and off for 17 years. “You can’t blame anyone else 
for not giving you what you need. You can’t go 
around griping and complaining.”

4
1989 SOME REASON “I think TV is a
savior for actresses,” said Anjelica, 
who starred in the epic miniseries 

Lonesome Dove with Diane Lane. “There 
are more meaty, interesting roles…which is 
a good thing, because there are less in film 
by the day, by the hour!” 

6
1990 FOXY LADY 
“I loved [Lilly],” she 
said of the venal 

mom from The Grifters. “I’ve 
always thought of her as a 
fox that gets caught in a trap 
and has to kind of bite off 

et away.”

1
1967 
DADDY’S 
GIRL 

“When I was 
small, I was my 
father’s little girl, 
but he was tough 
on his children. 
We vied for 
his attention,” 
Anjelica admitted 
of growing up 
with Hollywood 
icon John Huston. 
“The only way 
to please him, I 
felt, would be to 
sacrifice my own 
choices in life to 

k hi h ppy.”

10
2012 
SMASHING 
PART 

“I would like to be as 
scrappy as [her],” 
Anjelica said of 
playing Broadway 
producer Eileen 
Rand on TV’s 
Smash. “I can 
certainly wrap my 
brain around her 
scrappiness. But 
sometimes I’m a 
wimp, and other 
days I think I can 
conquer the world. 
I wish I could plan 
it out a bit better.”

5
1989 
GOOD 
STORY 

“Good movies 
are kismet: It’s 
people coming 
together and 
forming a kind 
of magic circle 
at the right 
time,” she once 
explained. 
“Enemies, A 
Love Story had 
the same kind 
of kismet to 
it…everything 
just found 
its place.”

9
2001 DIRECT CONNECTION Starting with The Royal Tenenbaums 
(alongside Ben Stiller, Danny Glover and Gwyneth Paltrow), she’s 
worked with director Wes Anderson three times…just as many as 

with her dad. “Wes has a great imagination and a wonderful portfolio of 
ideas. His brain brims with colors and flavors. He’s a fabulous person.”
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Wrap
Dresses
Model Karlie Kloss
looked sweet and cool
while strolling in NYC in
a colorful wrap dress —
a design that was first
created by Diane von
Furstenberg in 1974 and
worn two years later
by Cybill Shepherd as
Betsy in the iconic film
Taxi Driver.

KLONDIKE BARS were invented in 
1922 in five flavors: vanilla, cherry, 
chocolate, strawberry and maple. …and never went away

Gingham Tops
Tennessee-reared actress 
Reese Witherspoon showed 
she’s a little bit country in a 
sweet blue-checked gingham 
top that is a true throwback 
to an earlier era. In the 1960s, 
gingham was all the rage, and a 
young Jane Fonda wore a very 
similar shirt in her breakout 
role as a schoolmistress turned 
outlaw named Cat Ballou.

Shark Scares
In the summer of 1975, no star was

bigger than the great white of Jaws!
Today, the deep-sea terror continues

during TV’s annual Shark Week.

Things t o…

THEN: 5¢

NOW: 98¢

1965
Jane 

Fonda 

Now
Reese 

Witherspoon

1975
Jaws

Now
Shark Week

Now
Billy Ray

Cyrus

1985
George 
Michael
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1976
Cybill 

Shepherd

Now
Karlie Kloss



Afford the Extraordinar y

In the 1940s, when a big jewelry company said "a diamond is forever", what
they really meant to say was "paying for a diamond is forever." And, if that

diamond is a colored diamond...well, then take forever and times it by two! 

When the skimpiest 1-carat solitaire can go for as much as $16,000, it’s
time to reconsider your relationship with diamonds. Have you overpaid
only to be underwhelmed? What if we told you we could offer stones
that actually surpass those astronomically-priced diamonds for
color and clarity, and could do so for a fraction of the cost?
Thanks to the precision of technology, we’re offering the
red, pink or colorless Priceless Rings for $49 each, or
an amazing $99 for the complete collection.
At over two total carats each, these stunners de-
liver a lot of sparkle for way less than you’d expect.

Debunking the Myth: The Diamond Myth
dominated the 20th-century, but now there is
cold, hard scientific proof that Stauer’s
exclusive lab-created DiamondAura® is the
brightest jewelry idea in the last 100
years. Gem experts agree that
DiamondAura doesn’t just
visually compare to the
rarest, most expensive
mined diamonds on the
planet...it surpasses them!
In fact, according to the
book Jewelry and Gems –
The Buying Guide, the tech-
nique used in DiamondAura
offers “the best diamond simulation to
date... and some jewelers have even mistaken
these stones for mined diamonds.”

LIMITED SUPPLY: Due to high demand, we
can’t guarantee availability for long. So call
today, and bypass the mines, ignore the price-
controlling cartels, and forget the overpriced
shops along Fifth Avenue. It’s time to get the
most brilliance for your buck!

Romance Guaranteed: If you don’t get oohs
and ahhs, simply return your ring(s) within 60
days for a full refund of the item sale price. Your
complete satisfaction is our top priority. 

• 2 1/5 ctw DiamondAura® per ring • .925 sterling silver settings  

• Whole ring sizes 510

Rating of A+

14101 Southcross Drive W., Dept. PRC11901, 

Burnsville, Minnesota 55337 www.stauer.comStauer®

You must use the offer code to get our special price.

18003332045
Offer Code: PRC11901
Please use this code when you order to receive your discount. 

† Special price only for customers using the
offer code versus the price on Stauer.com 
without your offer code.

Priceless Ring Collection

A. Pink .............................. 2 † $49 Save $250

B. White............................ 2 † $49 Save $250

C. Red ............................... 2 † $49 Save $250

Set of all three .................. 7 $99 Save $798

A.

B.

C.

Indulge in the transparent clarity and dazzling brilliance of luxurious, large carat

weight stones without the outrageous cost! 3 stunning rings for ONLY $99!

Move Over Diamond, 
There’s a New Stone inTown

PRAISE FOR

DIAMONDAURA®
…

“ This piece is absolutely
stunning! So much sparkle
and the play of light on the

DiamondAura gems 
beats any diamond!”

– D.D. from 

Columbus, OH



Home. Cooked.

GOODNESS.
The taste of togetherness.

ORDER
NOW &

SAVE 
80%

1-800-811-7832 ask for 44723KWB | www.OmahaSteaks.com/hfbanquet25

The Happy Family Banquet
2 (5 oz.) Filet Mignons

2 (5 oz.) Top Sirloins

4 (3.5 oz.) Chicken Fried Steaks 

4 (4 oz.) Boneless Pork Chops

4 (4 oz.) Omaha Steaks Burgers 

4 (3 oz.) Gourmet Jumbo Franks 

12 oz. pkg. All-Beef Meatballs

16 oz. pkg. Omaha Steakhouse® Fries

4 (4 oz.) Caramel Apple Tartlets

Omaha Steaks Seasoning Packet

44723KWB 

Reg. $243.90  |  Now Only 
$4999

Limit 2 pkgs. 4 (4 oz.) free burgers will be sent to each shipping address that includes The Happy Family Banquet (44723). Standard S&H will be added per address. 
Flat rate shipping and reward cards and codes cannot be used with this of er. Not valid with other of ers. All product, prices and sales are subject to Omaha Steaks, Inc. 

Terms of Use and Pricing Policy. Visit omahasteaks.com/terms-of-useOSI. Expires 9/30/16. ©2016 OCG | Omaha Steaks, Inc. SRC0628 

Plus get 4 more 

Burgers FREE


